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Section 01:
Vacuum Packaging
Vacuum packaging is used to extend the shelf life and quality
of products – preserve and extend the shelf‑life of your
products today!
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SECTION 01: VACUUM PACKAGING

Light Commercial
ENDURO ENDVS‑PRO
• The ENDVS‑PRO vacuum sealer is a must‑have that complements with
our Classic Immersion Stirrer.
• 100% Made in Europe with 40 years’ experience.
• Stainless steel design – robust and hygienic.
• Easy operation – close the lid and press it briefly.
The device does the rest.
• Pulse‑System – A sophisticated pulse system enables a precise and
controlled partial vacuum for pressure‑sensitive products.
• Has a durable dual piston pump that achieves a phenomenal vacuum of
96% compared to most similar machines that only reach 80% vacuum.
KEY FEATURES
• Ideal for small restaurants.
• Ideal for cramped bench-tops.
• Supplied with 1‑year warranty.

Product Specifications
Model

ENDVS‑PRO

Machine size (L x W x H)

415 x 253 x 127 mm

Weight

6.5 kg

Voltage

220
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SECTION 01: VACUUM PACKAGING

Vacuum Chambers
AUDION VMS 43
The smallest Audion vacuum packaging machine, the AUDION VMS 43
brings you all the features of a commercial vacuum packer in one compact
and affordable unit. It is designed for vacuuming small‑medium food and
non‑food products in low volume, including: butcher shops, supermarkets,
deli’s, restaurant and many more food and non‑food applications.
FEATURES:
• Quality German Busch vacuum pump
• Digital control panel
• Double seal for extra product protection
• Removable seal bar without tools for easy cleaning
• Manufactured in Holland to exacting standards
• Removable chamber board or infill plate

AUDION VMS 53
While retaining the smallest footprint in the AUDION Bench-top vacuum
packer range the model VMS 53 has an up‑sized vacuum pump which
makes it a faster and more efficient machine in a volume increased
environment.
This results in added versatility and faster vacuum cycle time while
maintaining the high quality vacuum result you deserve.
FEATURES:
• High quality Busch vacuum pump
• Digital control panel
• Double seal for extra product protection
• Removable seal bar without tools for easy cleaning
• Manufactured in Holland to exacting standards
• Removable chamber board or infill plate

Product Specifications
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Model

VMS 43

VMS 53

Machine size (L x W x H)

330 x 450 x 295 mm

330 x 450 x 295 mm

Absolute chamber size (L x W x H)

280 x 340 x 130 mm (high lid)

280 x 340 x 130 mm (high lid)

Effective chamber size (L x W)

270 x 310 mm

270 x 310 mm

Net sealing bar length

1 x 270 mm

1 x 270 mm

Seal width

3.5 mm single seal

3.5 mm single seal

Voltage/Phase/frequency

230 V/1Ph/50 Hz

230 V/1Ph/50 Hz

Pump capacity

4 m3/hr

8 m3/hr

Consumption

0.3 – 0.4 kW

0.35 – 0.45 kW

SECTION 01: VACUUM PACKAGING

Vacuum Chambers
AUDION VMS 133
The wide chamber of the VMS 133 model gives the operator greater
flexibility in vacuum packaging and is ideal for sous‑vide application. It can
greatly increase your profits through improved product presentation and
workplace efficiency. Designed to be used in butcher shops, supermarkets
and restaurants.
FEATURES:
• High quality Busch vacuum pump
• Digital control panel
• Double wire seal bar
• Removable sealer bar without tools
• Includes 3 removable chamber boards or infill plates
• Manufactured in Holland to exacting standards

AUDION VMS 133L
The model VMS133L bench vacuum packer is designed for packaging a
large range of food products. With its longer effective chamber it enables
you to pack products with a longer length such as whole fish and sirloin,
this machines gives the operator great flexibility and improved workplace
efficiency.
FEATURES:
• High quality Busch vacuum pump
• Digital control panel
• Double wire seal bar
• Removable seal bar without tools
• Includes 3 removable chamber boards or infill plates
• Manufactured in Holland to exacting standards

Product Specifications
Model

VMS 133

VMS 133L

Machine size (L x W x H)

490 x 525 x 430 mm

490 x 610 x 445 mm

Absolute chamber size (L x W x H)

420 x 420 x 180 mm

420l x 500w x 180h

Effective chamber size (L x W)

410 x 370 mm

410 x 460 mm

Net sealing bar length

1 x 410 mm

1 x 410 mm

Seal width

3.5 mm double seal

3.5 mm double seal

Voltage/Phase/frequency

230 V/1Ph/50 Hz

230 V/1Ph/50 Hz

Pump capacity

16 m3/hr

16 m3/hr

Consumption

0.55 kW

0.55 kW
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SECTION 01: VACUUM PACKAGING

Vacuum Chambers
AUDION VMS 163
The heavy duty VMS 163 model is suitable for a wide range of applications.
With its advanced multi cycle, sensor control and optional gas injection
features, it is possible to create a modified atmosphere that will further
extend the shelf life and protect your products from damaging effects
of a high vacuum on soft products including shredded cheese and fresh
sausages. The result of this modified atmosphere ensures the natural
colour is preserved, vitamin, taste and fat content is retained. This method
does not require labelling declaration.
FEATURES:
• High quality Busch vacuum pump
• Double wire seal bar
• 10 Program easy touch computer board
• Soft air facility
• Removable seal bar without tools
• Includes 3 removable chamber boards or infill plates
• Manufactured in Holland to exacting standards
• Optional: gas injection.

AUDION VMS 163W
The model VMS 163W Bench Vacuum Packer is designed for packaging
a large range of food products. With its twin sealing bars and continuous
vacuum pump, this machine gives the operator great flexibility and
improved workplace efficiency.
FEATURES:
• High quality Busch vacuum pump
• Double wire seal bar
• 10 Program easy touch computer board
• Soft air facility
• Removable seal bar without tools
• Includes 2 removable chamber boards or infill plates
• Manufactured in Holland to exacting standards.
• Optional: cut off wire and gas injection

Product Specifications
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Model

VMS 163

VMS 163W

Machine size (L x W x H)

490 x 610 x 445 mm

700 x 530 x 445 mm

Absolute chamber size (L x W x H)

420 x 500 x 180 mm

630 x 410 x 185 mm

Effective chamber size (L x W)

410 x 460 mm/410 x 410 mm

400 x 520 mm

Net sealing bar length

1 x 410 mm / 2 x 410 mm

1 x 400 mm

Seal width

3.5 mm double seal

3.5 mm double seal

Voltage/Phase/frequency

230 V/1Ph/50 Hz

230 V/1Ph/50 Hz

Pump capacity

21 m3/hr

21 m3/hr

Consumption

0.75 – 1.0 kW

0.75 – 1.0 kW

Number of gas pipes (optional)

2 per sealing bar

SECTION 01: VACUUM PACKAGING

Vacuum Chambers
AUDION VMS 203
The AUDION Floor standing vacuum packaging equipment is designed for
packaging larger products in food processing and manufacturing plants.
The popular model VMS 203 has a deep aluminium chamber designed for
packaging large products like a leg of lamb or whole ham. Twin sealing
bars and continuous vacuum pump give the operator greater flexibility and
improved workplace efficiency.
FEATURES:
• Aluminium chamber
• Aluminium lid with viewing window
• High quality Busch vacuum pump
• 10 Program easy touch computer board
• Soft air facility
• Includes 4 removable chamber boards or infill plates
• Manufactured in Holland to exacting standards
• Optional: cut off wire and gas injection

AUDION VMS 223
The stainless steel VMS 223 floor model vacuum packer is exceptionally
heavy duty, essentially designed for the cheese industry. It’s double seal
bars allows for high volume production.
FEATURES:
• High quality Busch vacuum pump
• 10 Program easy touch computer board
• Soft air facility
• Removable seal bar without tools
• Includes 2 removable chamber boards or infill plates
• Manufactured in Holland to exacting standards
• Optional: cut off wire, gas injection and liquid insert plate.

Product Specifications
Model

VM 203

VMS 223

Machine size (L x W x H)

700 x 690 x 1070

700 x 690 x 1030 mm

Absolute chamber size (L x W x H)

610 x 520 x 230 mm (high lid)

600 x 520 x 200 mm (high lid)

Effective chamber size (L x W)

500 x 510 mm

590 x 475 mm or 500 x 510 mm

Net sealing bar length

2 x 510 mm

1 x 590 mm or 2 x 510 mm

Seal width

3.5 mm single seal

3.5 mm single seal

Voltage/Phase/frequency

400 V/3Ph/50 Hz

400 V/3Ph/50 Hz

Pump capacity

63 m3/hr

63 m3/hr

Consumption

2.4 – 3.5 kW

2.4 – 3.5 kW

Number of gas pipes (optional)

3 per sealing bar

3 per sealing bar
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SECTION 01: VACUUM PACKAGING

Vacuum Chambers
AUDION VMS 233
The AUDION Floor standing vacuum packaging equipment is designed for
packaging larger products in food processing and manufacturing plants,
such as a leg or lamb or whole ham. Twin sealing bars and a continuous
vacuum pump give the operator greater flexibility and improved workplace
efficiency. The flat bed machine e.g: VMS 233 make these desired option
for in‑line production.
FEATURES:
• High quality Busch vacuum pump
• Digital control panel with 10 programs
• Removable seal bar without tools
• Includes 2 removable chamber boards or infill plates
• Soft air function
• Stainless steel flat working plate
• Stainless steel lid
• Manufactured in Holland to exacting standards
• Optional: cut off wire, gas injection, liquid insert plate and sensor control

AUDION VMS 303
The AUDION floor‑standing vacuum packaging equipment is designed for
packaging larger products in food processing and manufacturing plants,
such as a leg or lamb or whole ham. Twin sealing bars and a continuous
vacuum pump give the operator greater flexibility and improved workplace
efficiency. The flat bed machine e.g: VMS 233 make these the desired
option for in‑line production.
Option: Gas flush packaging facility for MAP packaging.

Product Specifications
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Model

VMS 233

VM 303

Machine size (L x W x H)

700 x 730 x 1100 mm

920 x 790 x 1125 mm

Absolute chamber size (L x W x H)

630 x 540 x 200 mm

840 x 580 x 200 mm (high lid)

Effective chamber size (L x W)

500 x 510 mm

790 x 460 mm

Net sealing bar length

2 x 510 mm

2 x 790 mm

Seal width

3.5 mm double seal

3.5 mm single seal

Voltage/Phase/frequency

400 V/3Ph/50 Hz

400 V/3 Ph/50 Hz

Pump capacity

63 m3/h

100 m3/hr

Consumption

2.4 – 3.5 kW

3.0 – 5.0 kW

Number of gas pipes (optional)

3 per sealing bar

SECTION 01: VACUUM PACKAGING

Vacuum Chambers
AUDION VMS 333
Easy to operate and clean, the VMS 333 model with its flat stainless steel
working plate and double seal bars has increased capacity for packaging
large and specialised products in food processing and manufacturing
plants, such as cheese wheels and full leg hams. This flat bed machine
makes this the desired option for in‑line production.
FEATURES
• High quality Busch vacuum pump
• Soft‑air facility
• Double wire seal bar
• 10 Program easy touch computer board
• Stainless steel flat working plate
• Stainless steel lid
• Removable seal bar without tools
• Includes 2 removable chamber boards or infill plates
• Manufactured in Holland to exacting standards
• Optional: 3 seal bars, cut off wire, gas injection, liquid insert plate, sensor
control

AUDION VMS 243
The most compact double aluminium chamber machine of the range, it is
ideal for high production in a limited working space. A high efficiency level
can be achieved as loading and unloading can be accomplished whilst
the other chamber is vacuuming. These packaging machines can become
part of a production process with clean results and increased efficiency.
The VMS 243 is suitable for high volume packing or retail packs, with an
aluminium chamber and lid with viewing window.
FEATURES
• High quality Busch vacuum pump
• Soft air facility
• Double wire seal bar
• 10 Program easy touch computer board
• Radius chamber for easy cleaning
• Includes 4 removable chamber boards or infill plates
• Manufactured in Holland to exacting standards
• Optional: cut off wire, gas injection, liquid insert plate and sensor control.
Product Specifications
Model

VM 333

VM 243

Machine size (L x W x H)

920 x 790 x 1125 mm

1060 x 880 x 1070 mm

Absolute chamber size (L x W x H)

840 x 580 x 200 mm (high lid)

(2 x) 470 x 690 x 235 mm (high lid)

Effective chamber size (L x W)

790 x 460 mm

440 x 580 mm

Net sealing bar length

2 x 790 mm

2 x 440 mm per chamber

Seal width

3.5 mm single seal

3.5 mm single seal

Voltage/Phase/frequency

400 V/3 Ph/50 Hz

400 V/3 Ph/50 Hz

Pump capacity

100 m3/hr

63 m3/hr

Consumption

3.0 – 5.0 kW

2.4 – 3.5 kW

Number of gas pipes (optional)

3 per sealing bar

3 per sealing bar
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SECTION 01: VACUUM PACKAGING

Vacuum Chambers
AUDION VMS 253
The AUDION Double Chamber Vacuum Packaging Machine has advanced
features designed for industrial use. A higher efficiency level can be
achieved as loading and unloading can be accomplished whilst the other
chamber is vacuuming. The VMS 253 model Stainless Steel flat working
plate is renowned for operator ease and superior quality. It is ideally suited
for value adding packaging including: cheese and small portion packs.
FEATURES
• High quality Busch vacuum pump
• 10 Program easy touch computer board
• Includes 2 removable chamber boards
• Manufactured in Holland to exacting standards
• Optional: cut off wire, gas injection, liquid insert plate and sensor control

AUDION VMS 263
The VMS 263 is the next size up in the the AUDION double chamber
range. Higher efficiency can be achieved as loading and unloading can be
accomplished whilst the other chamber is vacuuming. These packaging
machines can become part of a production process with clean results and
increased efficiency.
FEATURES
• High quality Busch vacuum pump
• Soft air facility
• Double wire seal bar
• 10 program easy touch computer board
• Stainless steel flat working plate
• Stainless steel lid
• Radius chamber for easy cleaning
• Includes 4 removable chamber boards
• Manufactured in Holland to exacting standards
• Optional: cut off wire, gas injection, liquid insert plate and sensor control
Product Specifications
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Model

VMS 253

VMS 263

Machine size (L x W x H)

1490 x 820 x 1100 mm

1490 x 920 x 1100 mm

Absolute chamber size (L x W x H)

(2 x) 680 x 540 x 240 mm (high lid)

(2 x) 680 x 640 x 240 mm

Effective chamber size (L x W)

610 x 400 mm

610 x 500 mm

Net sealing bar length

2 x 610 mm per chamber

2 x 610 mm per chamber

Seal width

3.5 mm single seal

3.5 mm double seal

Voltage/Phase/frequency

400 V/3 Ph/50 Hz

400 V/3 Ph/50 Hz

Pump capacity

63 m3/hr

Consumption

3.3 – 4.5 kW

3.5 – 5.3 kW

Number of gas pipes (optional)

4 per sealing bar

4 per sealing bar

SECTION 01: VACUUM PACKAGING

Vacuum Chambers
AUDION VM 273
Handling wider products, the VMS 273 has advanced features designed for
industrial use. Simultaneous loading and unloading of the chambers leads
to increased efficiency, which is well suited to high output industrial food
production.
FEATURES
• High quality Busch vacuum pump
• Soft air facility
• Double wire seal bar
• 10 program easy touch computer board
• Radius chamber for easy cleaning
• Includes 4 removable chamber boards
• Manufactured in Holland to exacting standards.
• Optional: cut off wire, gas injection, liquid insert plate, sensor control

AUDION VMS 283
Off all the ‘Busch’ vacuum pumps used across the AUDION range, the VMS
283 model has the largest capacity pump and chamber size. The VMS 283
is designed for high volume, speed and maximum processing efficiency
and is popular with food processors, abattoirs and boning rooms. The
VMS 283 model has a stainless steel flat working plate and is renowned for
operator ease and superior ease.
FEATURES
• High quality Busch vacuum pump
• Soft air facility
• Double wire seal bar
• 10 program easy touch computer board
• Radius chamber for easy cleaning
• Includes 4 removable chamber boards
• Manufactured in Holland to exacting standards
• Optional: cut off wire, gas injection, liquid insert plate, sensor control

Product Specifications
Model

VM 273

VMS 283

Machine size (L x W x H)

1260 x 1010 x 1070 mm

1260 x 1010 x 1070 mm

Absolute chamber size (L x W x H)

(2 x) 570 x 820 x 235 mm (high lid)

(2 x) 570 x 820 x 235 mm (high lid)

Effective chamber size (L x W)

540 x 700 mm

540 x 700 mm

Net sealing bar length

2 x 540 mm per chamber

2 x 540 mm per chamber

Seal width

3.5 mm single seal

3.5 mm single seal

Voltage/Phase/frequency

400 V/3 Ph/50 Hz

400 V/3 Ph/50 Hz

Pump capacity

100 m3/hr

100 m3/hr

Consumption

3.5 – 4.5 kW

3.5 – 4.5 kW

Number of gas pipes (optional):

3 per sealing bar

3 per sealing bar
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SECTION 01: VACUUM PACKAGING

Belt‑Line Double Chamber Models
AUDION VMS 903
Heavy duty full stainless steel automatic packaging machine with
conveyor belt for industrial applications. The conveyor belted vacuum
packer features an automatic lid and is the next step up from the flat
working plate. This is an ideal vacuum packaging machine for all industrial
productions needs. It is compact, powerful and the versatility of these
machines allows you to add discharge conveyors in the vacuum chamber
as well as behind the chamber.
FEATURES:
• Double chamber model with automatic lid and conveyor belts
• Robust full stainless construction
• Conveyor belts with quick‑release attachment for easy cleaning
• Full colour, wide screen
• Intuitive graphic interface
• 20 programs adjustable in % and mbar / hpa
• Programme access security
• Sealing mechanism mounted in lid
• Adjustable belt height

Product Specifications
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Model

VMS 903

Capacity pump

300 m3/hr

Machine cycle

30 – 50 sec

Dimensions (L x W x H)

1180 x 2420 x 1150 mm

Compressed air consumption

100 Nl/ min. 6 bar

Effective chamber size

840 x 890 mm

SECTION 01: VACUUM PACKAGING

Vacuum Sealers
455VG/4510VG
The 455VG is a portable tabletop vacuum sealer that provides speed and
flexibility for packaging where budget or work space limitations are a
concern while increasing productivity and efficiency. Excess air is removed
from the bag by twin retractable vacuum nozzles. These models are
especially suitable for small industrial applications.
FEATURES
• Separate vacuum
• Gas flush
• Seal
• Cool timers

605VG/6010VG
With a 600mm seal length, the 605 VG is a portable tabletop vacuum
sealer that provides speed and flexibility for packaging where budget
or work space limitations are a concern while increasing productivity
and efficiency. Excess air is removed from the bag by twin retractable
vacuum nozzles. These models are especially suitable for small industrial
applications.
FEATURES
• Separate vacuum
• Gas flush
• Seal
• Cool timers

Product Specifications
Model

455VG/4510VG

605VG/6010VG

Seal length

450 mm

600 mm

Seal width

5 mm / 10 mm

5 mm / 10 mm

Seal thickness

Maximum 2 x 0.15 mm

Maximum 2 x 0.15 mm

Gas flush

Standard

Standard

Voltage/frequency

230 V/50 – 60 Hz

230 V/50 – 60 Hz

Consumption

1100 W / 1500 W

1400 W / 1900 W

Weight of machine

23 kg / 26 kg

29 kg / 30 kg
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SECTION 01: VACUUM PACKAGING

Vacuum Sealers
AUDION POWER SEALER MAGVAC
The Audion Power Sealer Magvac is a powerful, stainless steel vacuum
sealer equipped with a vacuum nozzle and bi‑active sealing bars. This
machine can be used for vacuum packaging and modified atmosphere
packaging. It is available in two versions; a standard model (MV) and a
model for validated sealing(MVMED). This is particularly important in the
medical and pharmaceutical industry.
Both versions are available with a sealing length of 520 mm, 720 mm or
1020 mm. The machines are standard equipped with a foot pedal..
FEATURES
• Compact design; easy to fit into workspaces
• Heavy duty design
• Large sealing bar opening: 45 mm
• Possibility to switch off 1 sealing bar
• Easy to use digital panel
• The MV is suitable for the production of vacuum and MAP packaging (Modified Atmosphere Packaging)
• Bi‑active sealing bars suitable for laminate and thick pouches
• Machine can be equipped with a support system
• On a support the machine can be used in horizontal and diagonal sealing position and the machine is adjustable
in height
• Pneumatic closure of the sealing bars (prevents overheating of the electromagnets)
• Machine built to the latest standards
OPTIONS
• Support stand. The machine can be used in horizontal and diagonal position by using the support stand (SP
PSR)
• Worktable
• Bag support
• Stretch fingers to seal large bags
• 8 mm seal

Product Specifications
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Model

520 MV

720 MV

1020 MV

Seal length

520 mm

720 mm

1020 mm

Seal width

5 mm

5 mm

5 mm

Thickness of film

2 x 200 micron

2 x 200 micron

2 x 200 micron

Venturi pump

11.3 m3/hr

11.3 m3/hr

11.3 m3/hr

Required air pressure

> 6 bar

> 6 bar

> 6 bar

Machine dimensions

590 x 232 x 487 mm

790 x 232 x 487 mm

1110 x 232 x 487 mm

Section 02:
Sous‑Vide
Cooking Systems
Sous‑vide cooking is the ideal solution for preserving and
concentrating delicate flavours and textures to create a delicious,
perfectly cooked result every time.
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SECTION 02: SOUS VIDE COOKING SYSTEMS

Sous‑Vide Cooking Bath
SOUS‑VIDE COOKING BATHS
Sous‑vide cooking is a French cooking technique, which translates to
“under vacuum", also widely known as low temperature cooking. In this
technique food is vacuum‑sealed in a cooking pouch and heated up at a
precise temperature in a water bath.
OTHERS USES ALSO INCLUDE
• Its boiler‑function to create flans and yoghurt
• Sterilisation and Bain Marie etc
• A conservative “soft steamer” unit. It can be used to keep your food
warm without risk of the food drying out (due to damp atmosphere)

The range includes 6 models between 9 and 58 litres. The machines are easy to clean and consume only a
minimum amount of electricity.
Cooking temperature for the ENDURO sous‑vide baths are between 25 and 99 °C. Create your new flavour
sensations today!
INCREDIBLE TASTE
Natural aroma’s, flavours and juices are infused into
the food while in the cooking pouch resulting in
incomparable flavours and texture. Foods cooked
sous‑vide develop flavours and textures that simply
cannot be duplicated using any other traditional
cooking method.
CONSISTENT AND PRECISE RESULTS
Precise temperature control results in perfectly cooked
food. The sous‑vide technique delivers consistent and
precise results without fail. No more overcooking. No
more mediocre results.
CONVENIENCE
Just set it and walk away. The sous‑vide technique
holds food at the perfect temperature without
overcooking. Great for saving time in a time-precious
environment.

VERSATILITY
You can cook almost anything sous‑vide, from meat,
seafood, poultry and eggs, to vegetables, desserts,
yogurt, and even infused syrups and liquors.
WASTE REDUCTION
Traditionally prepared food dries out and results in
waste. For example, on average, traditionally cooked
steak loses up to 40% of its volume due to drying out.
Sous-vide-cooked steak loses none of its volume..
FASTER SERVICE
Pre‑cooking with sous‑vide not only seals in exquisite
flavours and all the goodness of your ingredients, it
also makes for lightning fast service. Simply reheat,
open, and plate; an efficient process for your kitchen,
and one that your guests value.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Sous Vide Temperature Probes and Tape

STAND-ALONE SOUS VIDE BATH
If a standalone circulating Sous Vide bath is not for you, a polycarbonate
bath and Sous Vide stirrer are a great alternative.
These 45-litre polycarbonate baths are also lightweight, easily stored, and
an ideal size for cramped kitchen benches at 230H X 660W X 460D. Need
multiple cooking temperatures at the same time? Add another bath plus
another stirrer and you’re ready to go!
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SECTION 02: SOUS VIDE COOKING SYSTEMS

Sous‑Vide Cooking Bath
SOUS-VIDE BATH MODEL OVERVIEW

Model overview:

Litre
Volume

Inside dimensions/mm

Outside dimensions/mm

Length

Width

Depth

Length

Width

Height

9

297

237

150

339

275

291

230

500

CSC – 09/2
Double Sous-vide bath (2x 9
Litre) with convective water
recirculation.

2x9

237

297

150

535

339

291

230

1000

CSC – 20
Sous-vide bath with convective
water recirculation

20

503

300

150

535

335

291

230

1000

2x20

300

503

150

665

535

291

230

2000

CSC – 43
Sous-vide bath with convective
water recirculation. Also
available with rolling stand.

43

623

503

150

665

535

291

230

2000

CSC – 58
Sous-vide bath with convective
water recirculation. Also
available with rolling stand.

58

623

503

200

665

535

291

230

2000

CSC – 09
Sous-vide bath with convective
water recirculation.

CSC – 20/2
Double Sous-vide bath (2x 20
Litre) with convective water
recirculation.

Volt

Watt
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SECTION 02: SOUS VIDE COOKING SYSTEMS

Sous‑Vide Stirrers
VAC‑STAR SOUSVIDECHEF II
Vac‑Star made sous‑vide cooking affordable with the introduction of
the SousVideChef II. After the great success, the second generation
SousVideChef II was introduced – even more precise, even more powerful.
The new SousVideChef II boasts significant technical and qualitative
upgrades and is suitable for the toughest professional use. Due to the
great price/performance ratio the SousVideChef II is also appealing for
home use.

HIGHEST QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
Vac‑Star is the Swiss quality manufacturer of vacuum
and sous‑vide equipment with over 40 years of
experience in the field of vacuum technology.
Materials and workmanship are of the highest level and
guarantee high reliability and long life.
TEMPERATURE STABILITY & CONTROL OF ± 0,1°C
Water temperature deviations can be reduced to
a minimum of ± 0.1 °C. Temperature consistency is
essential when cooking sous‑vide. This can be well
observed when preparing salmon. At 49 °C the result
is perfect and the beautiful colour preserved. If the
temperature rises above 50 °C, even briefly, small white
dots called albumin are formed from curdling.
UP TO 40 LITRE BASIN VOLUME
The improved high‑performance heating element now
allows for use of water basins up to 40 litres. A more
powerful pump with a capacity of propelling 16 litres
per minute guarantees fast and efficient mixing of the
water, even with large containers.
UNIVERSAL USABILITY
The SousVideChef II made by Vac‑Star can be used
with virtually any type of basin, your needs decide.
Only the precise amount of water necessary has to
be heated.
COMPACT DESIGN
The SousVideChef II is perfect even for the smallest
kitchen. The compact design lets you store the device
in your kitchen cabinet after each use.
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EASY OPERATION
The device operation was designed as simply and
clearly as possible. Temperature and timer adjustments
are done with a few inputs. The display is clear and has
large numbers that can be read even from a distance.
SAFETY FEATURES
If the water level sinks below the minimum required,
an alarm is triggered. Overload protection prevents
damage to the equipment and the touch‑screen is
splash‑proof.
FEATURES
• Stainless steel heating coil
• 1300 Watt power capacity
• Solid‑State‑Relay (SSR) free of mechanics
• Precise temperature accuracy ± 0.1 °C
• Temperature range from 5 – 99 °C
• Programmable timer from 5 minutes to 99 hours
• Choice of indicated temperature in °C or °F
• Stainless steel protective grid
• PID‑controlled temperature monitoring
• Powerful flow pump propelling 16 litres per minute
• Ergonomic and modern design
• Simple and intuitive user friendly design
• High‑contrast LCD display with back-light and large
digits
• Optimized ventilation
• High quality food‑grade plastic housing (NORYL)
• Maintenance‑free design
• Swiss Engineering, made in EU
• Works seamlessly with our Audion Vacuum Packer
and EXCEL Vacuum Bags

Section 03:
Packaging Materials
Preserve and protect all of your hard work by presenting beautiful,
professionally packaged products to your customers.
Showcase your goods and highlight their quality by utilising our
superior packaging materials. We offer a wide variety of quality
packaging supplies, including food and medical grade packaging
materials, that will make sure that your products last and stand out
from the crowd.
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Compostable Food Trays
COMPOSTABLE FOOD TRAYS
BIOPAP 100% Compostable Trays are now available in New Zealand
Do you have a love‑hate relationship with plastic food trays? Love their
robustness, presentation and ability to handle temperature changes for
cooking, but loathe that they are not truly sustainable?
You’re not alone, because your customers agree. 73% of consumers would
change their habits to reduce their impact on the environment and 46%
of consumers would be willing to forgo a brand name in order to buy
environmentally friendly products.
Contour have scoured the world for a truly sustainable alternative, and
that’s just what we’ve found.
A food tray that works just like plastic, but is totally eco‑friendly. Just what your customers want.
FEATURES
• Freezable and dual‑ovenable (-40 °C to 215 °C)
• Compliant with NZ food safety standards
• Sustainably sourced
• Compatible with existing tray sealing equipment and films
• Compatible with biodegradable lidding film
• Compatible with our tray sealing equipment
• Available in different sizes
• Fully certified recyclable, biodegradable and 100% HOME compostable
The smart businesses that act today, will be the winners of tomorrow.
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Backing Boards
BACKING BOARDS
Enhance your product presentation with these food‑grade backing boards.
Simply arrange your product on the card, providing a firm base for vacuum
packaging and insert into a vacuum pouch to better preserve its shelf life.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ideal for packing smoked salmon or ham slices.
A condensation polymer that offers superior strength and clarity.
Shatter‑proof and lightweight with excellent barrier properties and no trace of smell or taint
Assorted colours available
Minimum order quantities apply for non‑stock items.
Contact us for details.

Product Specifications
Size

250 x 140

190 x 140

150 x 140

SECTION 03: PACKAGING MATERIALS

Baker Bags
BAKER BAGS
Package and present your bakery items to your customers in a manner
that preserves the freshness of your products while optimising visibility
and presentation. With many environmental advantages, this a great
alternative to current plastic packaging.
Optimise the representation of your brand with paper packaging that
maintains freshness and gives that traditional hand-crafted feel. Baker
Bags are an eco‑friendly packaging solution that optimises the visibility
of your products while presenting them in a fresh, natural, and appetising
way. The combination of paper and film is an attractive sustainable option
that uses at least 70% less film than normal plastic bags while maintaining visibility at checkout. Try Baker Bags
today and showcase all of the hard work you’ve put into your products.
FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Environmentally friendly: At least 70% less plastic than traditional alternatives
No metallic staple in the bundle
Optional bottom gusset increases filling volume by 20%
User-friendly tear off system
Paper represents tradition and handicraft and is an ideal advertising medium for your brand
Attractive combination of paper and film, always presents baked goods in a fresh, natural and appetising way
for the customers and allows visibility at the checkout
• Water based colour and FSC ® (FSC ® C105659) or PEFC certified paper
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Disposable Piping Bags
DISPOSABLE PIPING BAGS
CATENZ Piping Bags are barrier bags designed for any kind of piping
applications and are disposable, making for the easiest clean‑up.
CATENZ Piping bags are used extensively in bakeries for the purpose
of cake decoration and designing other baked items such as fruit tarts,
macarons, cookies, choux pastry, etc.
CATENZ Piping bags are a versatile tool that can also be used to pipe
whipped cream, fill doughnuts, form pastries, pipe thick dough, pipe
mashed potatoes, sauces, icing, or simply an easier means of decanting
larger product volumes.

WHY USE CATENZ PIPING BAGS?
• Microwaveable – but must be pierced first.
• Boil in a bag for up to 1 hour
• Easy to use, use once and throw away
• Avoid the risk of cross‑contamination!
• Vacuum pack barrier pouch for shelf‑life extension
• CATENZ Piping Bags are manufactured with flexibility and strength
• Contour will make any size of piping bag you require
Don't see a size here that will help you, we can manufacture to your specific size – email us here with the size you
require.
Minimum order quantities apply.

Product Specifications
Size
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200 x 300 mm

250 x 350 mm

300 x 400 mm

390 x 400 mm

390 x 550 mm

Micron

70

70

70

70

70

Carton Size

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

SECTION 03: PACKAGING MATERIALS

Lidding Film
LIDDING FILM
The ENDURO lidding film provides clarity and transparency with high gloss
and is specifically engineered for sealing a wide variety of trays without
jeopardising seal integrity.
Virtually every product needs a specific film, according to the exact needs
of our clients. We have a wide range of options available for peelable film,
high or low barrier properties including whether your product needs to be
frozen or chilled. Whatever your requirements we can help find the most
compatible film for you.
As well as printed and plain lidding film, Contour also provide complete
Tray Sealing solutions, including tray sealers, CPET & RPET trays,
and BIOPAP Biodegradable lidding film (available in a range of sizes
200mm(w) up to 350/400mm(w).
Contour Lidding FIlms
Code

Anti-Fog

RPET

CPET

PP
Average

CLF-CAF 50-2

HCMA*

Average

Average

CLF-SAF

HCHAHB*

Good

No

Paper

Foil

Sizes Available

Average

Good

215,250,290

No

No

280

CLF-VAF

MAHC*

Good

Good

Good

Average

No

215

CLF-HCY

HCHA*

Good

Good

Good

Good

Average

215,250,280,350

CLF-SAF-S

HCMA*

No

No

No

Good

No

Meaning*
HC – High Clarity 		

MA- Medium Anti-fog

HA – High Anti-fog

HB - High Barrier

Contact Us for more information and details on available sizes. Special sizes available on request. We have full
Printing Facilities available to brand your products.
Product Specifications
Code

CLF100

CLF220

CLF250

CLF320

Width

100

220

250

320

Micron

55

55

55

55

Colour

Clear

Clear

Clear

Clear

Roll size

500 m

500 m

500 m

500 m
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Tray Sealing Process

PREPARE
Place your ingredients or prepared
meal into a suitable tray.

PACKAGE
Use a tray sealer to seal your
product.

PRESENT
That’s it! Your product is ready to
sell.

HOW TO CHOOSE THE BEST SOLUTION?
There are three key elements for choosing the best tray sealing solution; choosing trays to suit your product,
an appropriate and compatible lidding film, and a tray sealing machine that helps you meet your sales and
production targets.
TRAYS
Start with choosing the right tray for your product.
If:	Your product is packaged fresh and removed from the packaging to cook.
Your product is frozen once packaged, or cooked in its packaging.
Then:	Choose an RPET Tray. RPET is a recyclable plastic, made in part of recycled
material.
Choose a CPET Tray. CPET is a temperature‑resistant plastic, that can be
oven or microwave heated.
SEAL
Visualise how you want to present your product to select the right lidding film.
If:	Clear presentation of your product is your primary goal.
Consistent branding and presentation is your goal.
then:	Choose a clear lidding film that can showcase your product.
Choose custom‑branded lidding film to deliver the best presentation for
your product.
TRAY SEALER
Choose a tray sealer to meet your sales targets, production goals and keep your
costs to a minimum.
If:	You are just starting out or produce small volumes.
Your production volume is larger, or you plan to grow production.
You are operating at scale, need to increase production and create more
efficiency.
Then:	Choose a manual tray sealer.
Choose a semi‑automated tray sealer.
Choose a fully automated tray sealer.
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Food Trays
FOOD TRAYS
Trays for packaging fresh and frozen food.
Maintain the freshness and quality of your food products with our sealable
C‑PET and R‑PET food trays. Whether you are looking for trays suitable for
fresh products such as meat and produce or need a re‑heatable solution
for prepared ready‑to‑go dishes and meals, we have the perfect option for
your food packaging needs.
R‑PET FRESH FOOD TRAYS
Discover our line of sealable trays designed with fresh food products in
mind. Perfect for fresh foods, such as meat or produce, these trays come
in a wide variety of sizes and depths along with a range of specialty trays
ideal for specific products such as meatballs, burger patties, and kebabs.
R‑PET food trays are an efficient sustainable option that is are recyclable,
reduce material use, and possess a low carbon footprint.

C‑PET MULTI‑TEMPERATURE FOOD TRAYS
Looking for a multi‑temperature packaging solution? C‑PET sealable meal trays are the perfect answer and are
ideal for applications that need to go from one temperature extreme to another, from freezer to oven.
C‑PET Trays are freezer, microwave, and oven safe and are can be used across a wide temperature range, from
-40 up to 220 degrees. Offering impact strength at low temperatures as well as dimensional stability at high
temperatures, our C‑PET Trays provide excellent protection while maintaining freshness and quality.
Our wide range of food trays is perfect for use with our quality tray sealing systems and assorted plain or printed
lidding films.
Contact us for more information on complete food tray sealing systems to meet NZ standard and details on
available tray sizes. Special sizes available on request.
FEATURES
• RPET trays are recyclable.
• RPET trays have low carbon footprint.
• RPET trays suitable for meat, fresh and produce products, with pads that are fixed to the tray avoiding the pad
being stuck to the food products.
• Available with or without absorbent pads.
• RPET trays suitable for gas flush for extended shelf life.
• Meatball, steak, burger pattie, kebab and specialty trays available in the RPET range.
• Unique multiple depth trays with same foot print size. Cuts down any extra machinery tooling costs, use 1
machine for multiple trays.
• Lidding film uses minimum material compared to wrapping trays in PVC food wrap.
• Lidding film can be custom printed.
• Full parts and service backup NZ wide for Enduro tray sealers – 12 month warranty.
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Detecta RPET Trays
DETECTA RPET FOOD TRAYS
Creating a Circular Economy is the ideal sustainability solution but, as it
stands, the recycling of black plastic food trays in New Zealand is anything
but circular.
Currently, black RPET food trays pass undetected through the scanners
in our recycling plants and straight into landfill. Clear RPET trays are an
alternative, but their production traditionally requires a greater percentage
of virgin plastic than black trays..
CONSUMERS SEEK SUSTAINABILITY
Products and brands that can find a way to align with their customers’ sustainability values will capture and grow
sales. Figures from Nielsen’s latest research is clear; 73% of consumers would change their buying habits to reduce
their impact on the environment,
Contour International is proud to announce the first circular-economy black RPET food tray in New Zealand
DETECTA® is an advanced black RPET food tray that is made from up to 100% recycled material and is detectable
by the Near-Infra-Red sorting equipment in NZ Recycling facilities, making it 100% recyclable.
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Plastic Sandwich Vees
PLASTIC SANDWICH VEES
Present and preserve your tasty sandwiches with our clear Sandwich Vees.
Practical and durable Sandwich Vees are the perfect solution for sealing
in freshness and making sure that your products are protected while
tempting customers with the yummy contents.
Sandwich Vees are lightweight, easy to store, and able to resist damage
and wear and tear making them an ideal solution for sandwich packaging
and presentation.
Enjoy this easy and efficient packaging solution, heat‑sealable with our
tray sealer and ENDURO sealable film, and optimise presentation while
preserving and safeguarding your sandwich products.
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Shrink Bags
SHRINK BAGS
EXCEL Shrink Bags are manufactured from a high barrier 9 layer
EVOH‑based shrink bag material for the ultimate shelf life protection
of fresh meat, cheese and fish and are designed to shrink around your
product, lifting your presentation whilst keeping an optimum vacuum and
seal on your products. The vacuum shrink mechanics helps create a 2nd
skin around the product keeping its juices in and micro‑organisms out.
Package your products in our EXCEL Shrink Bags and use our hot dip
shrink tanks.
THE EXCEL SHRINK BAG RANGE INCLUDES:
• EXCELfresh 45: 45 micron thickness with fine EVOH protection with high
shrink rates, gloss and transparency
• EXCELfresh 75: 75 micron thickness for additional puncture resistance
for meats with sharper edges and poultry with round bones
• EXCELmax: 95 micron thickness for maximum puncture resistance for sharp bone‑in meat applications without
the need for bone‑guard
• EXCELcheese: Specially compounded 9 layer formula created for the escape of gasses made by maturing
cheeses. Created in low‑to‑high gassing cheese formats
SOME OF THE OUTSTANDING QUALITIES OF EXCEL SHRINK BAGS INCLUDE:
• Top of market shelf life extension for the end product due to the EVOH barrier
• High gloss and excellent transparency ensuring attractive presentation, due to the PET outer layer
• Excellent gas and water vapour barrier
• Outstanding puncture resistance due to several layers of PA (nylon)
• Exceptional shrink rates (up to 50%)
• Minimal leakage rates
• Extra strong sealing and overlap sealing capability due to PE inner layer

Product Specifications
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Code

200450

200600

Size (W x L)

200 x 450

Carton size

1000

225305

230300

250350

300400

400500

400595

400800

200 x 600 225 x 305

230 x 300

250 x 350

300 x 400

400 x 500

400 x 595

400 x 800

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000
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Snack Bags
SNACK BAGS
With a focus on environmental sustainability and customer experience, the
new range of Snack Bags from Contour International offer a fresh solution
to an age‑old need.
Contour International’s new range of Snack Bags are an excellent
self‑service packaging option for New Zealand’s consumers and
supermarkets. Combining elegant, branded presentation on FSC Certified
paper with a low environmental‑impact product display window is a win
for both supermarkets and consumers. Consumers enjoy the ease of use
and ability to easily review their product selection, as well as having the
choice of a more eco‑friendly product. Supermarkets can gain a leap in
brand equity through offering an eco‑friendly alternative and also increase
checkout efficiency thanks to the product display window.
Snack Bags are also available for bakeries, deli’s and hot food counters.

SNACK BAG THERMO
Deliver your food products to your customers as delicious, warm, and toasty as when they were first packaged.
Keep your hot meals and snacks warm until they are ready to be consumed. Snack Bag Thermo’s dual layers
help ensure that your foods stay warm, crispy, and delicious while delivering your products in packaging that
is convenient, easy to handle, and maintains your food’s temperature just as well as aluminium foil. Even better,
Snack Bag Thermo optimises the appeal and presentation of your products and is a also a sustainable alternative
to boxes and other packaging options that produce more waste. Try Snack Bag Thermo today and provide a great
dining experience to your customers with greaseproof paper and a tear‑off perforation that is easy to open.
• Snack bag Thermo is available in several appealing variations:
• Snack Bag Thermo – Two‑layer configuration of greaseproof paper that helps maintain heat
• Snack Bag Thermo Fifty Fifty – Dual layer greaseproof paper combined with clear film to enhance product
display and visibility
• Snack Bag Thermo Burger – Two‑layer configuration of greaseproof paper designed to package burgers
perfectly
Let us help you deliver your food products just the way they left the kitchen... hot and tasty.
Contact us today for more information.
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Stand‑Up Pouches
STAND‑UP POUCHES
EXCEL stand‑up pouches utilise flexibility with increased efficiency due to
being able to stand, pour and re‑close after use. Stand up pouches are a
very amenable packaging solution and are strong enough to protect your
food products from environmental and physical hazards that they will face
during transport and storage.
The gusseted bottom in our range of EXCEL Stand Up Pouches expands
when product is put into it. This is a useful feature for liquid food product
manufacturers who want something flexible, but durable.
By capitalising on the presentation power that stand up pouches can bring
your products, this type of packaging can greatly increase product image,
supermarket and shelf‑saving efficiencies and consumer satisfaction
EXCEL Stand Up Pouches are made from high‑grade food approved materials and carry a current and up to date
FDA certificate.
CUSTOMISED EXCEL STAND‑UP POUCHES.
Stand‑up pouches are intensely adaptable. They can be tailored to fit your needs. We can manufacture EXCEL
Stand Up Pouches in virtually any shape, size and printed to suit your product, brand, and other business needs.
This ability gives you a strong edge over any competition your products may have.
STAND‑UP POUCH NON ZIP-LOCK, CLEAR
Product Specifications
Size

100 x 170

120 x 180

140 x 210

160 x 290 x 45 (bg)

Micron

165

115

165

165

Colour

clear

Clear

Clear

Clear

Volume

200 ml

250 ml

500 ml

1000 ml

Carton Size

2000

2000

1000

1000

STAND‑UP POUCH WITH ZIP-LOCK, CLEAR
Product Specifications
Size

120 x 190

140 x 210

160 x 270

220 x 310

Micron

115

155

165

122

Colour

Clear

Clear

Clear

Clear

Volume

300 ml

500 ml

1000 ml

1750ml

Carton Size

2000

1000

1000

500

STAND‑UP POUCH WITH SPOUT, CLEAR
Product Specifications
Size

100 x 150 x 25

160 x 290 x 45

Micron

147

47

Colour

Clear

Clear

Volume

1200 ml

800 ml

Carton Size

1200

800

FOIL AND METALLISED POUCHES
Product Specifications
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Size

95 x 140 x 25

120 x 190 x 35

140 x 210 x 40

150 x 245 x 45

250 x 310 x 60

Micron

122

122

147

140

134

Colour

Silver/clear

Silver/clear

Silver/clear

Silver/clear

Silver/Silver

Volume

200ml

300ml

500ml

750ml

1750ml

Carton Size

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000
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Printed Bags
CUSTOM PRINTED BAGS VS. LABELLING GENERIC
Packaging your product in generic bags might seem cost-effective but
there are more than just material costs to address when it comes to
manually labeling every bag you produce. Every. Single. Bag.
CUSTOM BRANDED POUCHES
Many food producers who are scaling up operations perceive beautifully
designed, custom-branded pouches (also known as printed bags) as
only viable for the big leagues; way too expensive to get designed and
produced. But it’s not true.
Custom-branded food pouches are easy to design, low-cost to produce
and can save food manufacturers HOURS per production run – all whilst
leveling up presentation, brand affinity and attention-share on the shelves.
SAVE HOURS IN PRODUCTION, GROW YOUR MARGIN
When it comes to packaging, people can be a huge cost component. Whilst people are the heart and soul of
most companies, their time is seldom treated as an opportunity cost. 2 hours spent applying labels to your food
pouches is time that could be spent adding more value elsewhere; talking to suppliers, product development,
managing your social media presence… the list is virtually endless. High performing food manufacturers know that
removing manual labour for repeat, menial tasks that can be automated (like getting your brand onto every one of
your products) is the key to growing profit margins and financial performance.
EASIER INVENTORY MANAGEMENT, MORE PREDICTABLE OUTPUT
Having to manage two inventory items to package your product (pouches PLUS labels) is a headache. How many
times have you run out of one but not the other? How much time and energy have you spent making sure that
doesn’t happen?
Custom-branded pouches make it simple; you’ve either got enough or you haven’t. If you need more, there’s just
one supplier to send a purchase order to, one invoice to pay, one set of goods to receive. By streamlining your
inventory and supply chain, you can forecast stock and production more easily, which takes a lot of the stress out
of running your business.
STAND OUT, SELL OUT
Whether your product sells at a market stall, online or from the shelves of the nation’s supermarkets, brand is key.
Communicating your company values through your packaging in a way that captures attention and reinforces
your ethos is on the critical path for sustained growth. This story plays out in every market; the most famous or
recognisable brand within its category yields 4 times the efficiency from its marketing efforts than any other
competitor. Whilst there is no formula for reaching that status, one of the key ingredients is consistency and being
immediately recognisable, for which custom packaging is the perfect fit. It’s simple; the more you stand out, the
faster you’ll sell out.
DESIGNING POUCHES IS NOT DIFFICULT
An eye-catching design for a custom-pouch is easily within the reach of most food producers or their design
teams. In fact, if you are already labeling a generic pouch, you’ve already done most of the work. Turning your
existing label design into a custom pouch is a simple way to get started.
If don’t have an existing packaging design, talk to a packaging specialist like Contour who can help you with the
design requirements or coordinating the work.
GET THE RIGHT MATERIAL FOR YOUR PRODUCT
In addition to cost saving and improving your presentation, a custom-branded bag solution might be able to
add further benefits to your business. Just by talking to an expert about options, you may uncover new material
choices that extend the shelf life of your product or help improve the sustainability of your packaging choices.
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Vacuum Pouches
EXCEL VACUUM POUCHES
Manufactured to be a microwavable and boil in the bag pouch.
OPTIONS INCLUDE:
• Gold back
• Black back
Code

32

Size – width x length

Micron

Quantity per box

PG150225C

150 x 225C

70

1000

PG175225C

175 x 225C

70

1000

PG200275

200 x 275

70

1000

PG200350

200 x 350

70

1000

VB100285

100 x 285

70

1000

VB100400

100 x 400

70

1000

VB115220

115 x 220

70

1000

VB130150

130 x 150

70

1000

VB140210HANG

140 x 210 HANG

70

1000

VB140225

140 x 225

70

1000

VB150180

150 x 180

70

1000

VB150220

150 x 220

70

1000

VB150350

150 x 350

70

1000

VB175200

175 x 200

70

1000

VB175250

175 x 250

70

1000

VB185310

185 x 310

70

1000

VB185350

185 x 350

70

1000

VB185450

185 x 450

70

1000

VB200250

200 x 250

70

1000

VB200300

200 x 300

70

1000

VB200370

200 x 370

70

1000

VB220250

220 x 250

70

1000

VB220300

220 x 300

70

1000

VB220350

220 x 350

70

1000

VB220480

220 x 480

70

1000

VB220560

220 x 560

70

1000

VB245300

245 x 300

70

1000

VB250350

250 x 350

70

1000

VB260330

260 x 330

70

1000

VB260560

260 x 560

70

1000

VB300400

300 x 400

70

1000

VB300450

300 x 450

70

1000

VB300600

300 x 600

70

1000

VB390400

390 x 400

70

1000

VB390500

390 x 500

70

1000

VB400400

400 x 400

70

1000

VB400600

400 x 600

70

1000

VB400800

400 x 800

70

1000

VB450650

450 x 650

70

1000

VB500600

500 x 600

70

1000

VB580600

580 x 600

70

1000

VB90150

90 x 150

70

1000
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Vacuum Pouches
EXCEL VACUUM POUCHES CONT
Code

Size – width x length

Micron

Quantity per box

VB90500

90 x 500

70

500

VBBBCF165262

165 x 262

70

500

VBHM90250

90 x 250

70

500

VBM100400

100 x 400

70

500

VBM200300

200 x 300

70

500

SPECIALITY VACUUM BAGS
Size – width x length

Micron

Quantity per box

100 x 400 – hang hole

115

1000

140 x 210 – hang hole

70

1000

200 x 300 – mussel

154

1000

200 x 315 – hang hole

70

1000

200 x 370 – zip-lock

70

1000

GOLD OR BLACK VACUUM POUCHES
Make your products stand out on a coloured background.
BLACK BACK CLEAR FRONT – VBBBCF
Width x Length

Micron

Carton Size

165 x 262

75

1000

GOLD BACK CLEAR FRONT – VBGBCF
Width x Length

Micron

Carton Size

150 x 225

70

2000

175 x 225

70

2000

200 x 275

70

1000

200 x 350

70

1000

Need your vacuum sealed product to really jump off the shelves? Talk to Contour
International about custom‑branded vacuum pouches.
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Section 04:
Sealing Systems
Our commercial Tray Sealers and Packaging Machines provide
versatile options for efficiently lidding and sealing both cups
and trays. From smaller bench‑top manual sealers to the larger
automatic and semi‑automatic models, our Tray Packaging
range offers sturdy construction and high performance for all
of your sealing needs. As well as supplying commercial and
fully automated Tray Sealers, Contour International also supply
a full range of printed and plain lidding films, CPET, RPET and
Compostable Trays.
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Tray Packaging Systems
END-4 ENDURO MANUAL TRAY SEALER
Our new range of ENDURO Tray Sealers are high-performance, versatile
options for upgrading the packaging for your food product. These
ENDURO Tray Sealers handle both C-PET Prepared Meal Trays (Ovenable
and Microwaveable) as well as R-PET Fresh Food Trays.
FEATURES
• Full Stainless Steel Construction
• OMRON Temperature Controller, Consistent and Safe Temperature
Control
• User-Friendly Operation
• Leakage-proof Sealing
• Trims the film neatly around the tray perimeter
• Customised machine to suit your tray design
• With our support and service for ongoing optimal performance for years to come
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Tray Packaging Systems
END-98S TABLE TYPE POTTLE SEALING MACHINE
These systems are tooled up to your specific tray size and neatly trims the
film around the perimeter of your trays.
FEATURES
• Low-cost and high productivity, take-out and storefront model.
• Suitable for many materials (PE, PP, paper, and easy tear film)
• Leak-free sealing ensures safety, hygiene, and a good product image.
• Small production runs for optimal product testing.
• Automatic error code detection.
• Security door design for added safety.
• Automatic cup-jack, for different cup heights.
• New film rewinding design for quick removal.
• User-friendly and easy-to-operate microcomputer control.
• This model is with an ABS machine cover that is extremely strong
however lightweight.
APPLICATIONS
• Sealing drinks
• Juices
• Jelly puddings
• Soy milk
• Frozen products
• Breakfast food
• Coffee, etc…
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SECTION 04: SEALING SYSTEMS

Tray Packaging Systems
END‑59 & END‑69 TRAY SEALING SYSTEMS
The Enduro END‑59 & END‑69 Tray Sealing Systems are semi‑automatic
benchtop heat sealing machine for lidding of trays.
The system is tooled up to your specific tray and neatly trims the film
around the perimeter of your trays. This machine is extremely versatile,
designed for being used in small and medium companies with high
productive performance.
These machines have been well designed and stainless steel and
polyethylene are used extensively in their construction.
With this highly effective system the packaging opportunities for your
products are endless.
SOME OF THE PACKAGING SOLUTIONS INCLUDE
• The meat industry: fresh, frozen and process meat, delicacies
• Fish: whole, fresh, sliced, smoked and frozen
• Fresh produce: whole, peeled, dried or sliced
• Baked goods: whole baked cakes, quality cookies, sandwiches, par‑baked pastries etc,
• Dairy products, ready to heat and eat meals, fresh pasta, research and development, nuts, snack foods and
chilled goods.
FEATURES
• Manually load trays
• Lidding film feeds automatically as tray carrier is pushed into machine
• Can operate on manual or sensor mode
• Tray carrier pulled forward and trays are lifted out
• No vacuum or gas‑flush
• Complete with perimeter cut
• Print registration for printed film
• Scrap film is trimmed and automatically rewound
• Machine is manufactured to your specific tray size

Product Specifications
Model

END‑59

END‑69

Maximum tray size

220 x 170 x 120

160 x 140 x 100
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SECTION 04: SEALING SYSTEMS

Tray Packaging Systems
END‑900L SEMI‑AUTOMATIC TRAY SEALER
Semi‑automatic tray sealer – ENDURO 900L bench-top tray sealing
machine with print registration and gas flush.
The system is tooled up to your specific tray size and neatly trims the film
around the perimeter of your trays.
This machine is extremely versatile, designed for being used in small and
medium companies with high productive performance.
Thanks to the compact dimension of the single packer there is always
space even in a small room. Almost all kinds of trays may be processed
with or without gas‑flush.
FEATURES
• Manually load tray/s into tray carrier
• Automatic film feeding system – lidding film feeds automatically as tray carrier is pushed into machine
• Automatically performs vacuum, gas‑flush, seal and perimeter cut
• Tray carrier is pulled forward and trays are lifted out
• Print registration for printed film
• Scrap film is trimmed and automatically rewound
• Machine is manufactured for your specific tray – retooling is inexpensive

Product Specifications
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Model

900L

Maximum tray size

280 x 260 x 120 mm

SECTION 04: SEALING SYSTEMS

Tray Packaging Systems
ROTARY TRAY PACKAGING SYSTEMS
The Enduro Rotary tray sealing machine is a high performance tray sealing
machine.
This machine is ideal for both cups and small trays.
It features a motorized rotary table for increased production speed and
reduced operator fatigue. Complete with tray ejection and date/batch
printer.
FEATURES
• Option: Auto cup drop.
• Manually load tray/s into tray carrier
• Motorized rotary table
• Film is automatically advanced
• Automatic tray ejection
• Complete with perimeter cut
• Print registration for printed film
• Scrap film automatically rewound
• Machine tooled up for your specific tray size
• Retooling is possible
• Very quick change over time
OPTIONAL EXTRAS
• Vacuum and gas flushing
• Gas flush only
• Inside cutting
• Skin pack
• UV light stabiliser
• Additional tooling for different tray sizes

Product Specifications
Model

900L

Maximum tray size

70 x 95 x 100 mm
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SECTION 04: SEALING SYSTEMS

In‑Line Tray Sealer
ENDURO END 4427 TRAY SEALER
A machine designed with rapid tool change and space saving compact
design. An optional ‘free flow’ gas flush [modified atmosphere packaging]
available for extended shelf life.
A high quality, compact, fully automatic tray sealer, designed to accept
randomly spaced trays from any conveyor it can be fully and easily
integrated with other line equipment.
THE ADVANTAGES OF HEAT SEALING:
• Heat Sealing produces a hermetic seal (airtight), this is especially
important if using MAP (modified atmosphere technology) is required to
extend shelf life if required.
• Heat Sealed Packs can be used to enhance the shelf appeal of products.
• Heat Sealed Packs can be stronger than packs sealed by other methods contributing to less damage in
transportation, storage and in the retail display.
• Heat Sealed Packs are stronger than packs sealed by other methods, giving Leak proof packaging advantages
especially for chicken products.
STANDARD DESIGN FEATURES AND BENEFITS
• Fully portable castor mounted
• Self diagnostic system
• Pendant mounted colour touch screen HMI control for full double sided operation
• Recipe driven auto machine set up for tool change
• On screen data capture and trends with wireless connection option
• Pot crush avoidance system
• Active film tension
• Quick release conveyor belts for easy hygiene and maintenance
• Automatic tool clamp for mechanical and electrical connection
• High accuracy tool alignment system provides a constantly accurate sealing and/or film cutting relationship with
the tray flange profile
• Simple design and operation
• All around seal and contoured film cut with skeletal film rewind
• Automatic seal operation with accurate seal dwell time
• Food industry approved hygienic construction and wash down protection
• Full Category 3 guarding
• User friendly, menu driven control panel with step by step prompts, error and status displays, and useful batch
pack counter
• Recipe handling of machine settings
• Servo Driven automatic tray collation in feed
• Two minute tool changeover
• Low maintenance polymer bearings
• Simple and accurate film feed system with easy film route
• Maintenance friendly robust construction
• Accurate temperature and seal pressure control
Product Specifications
Model
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Height

1955 mm

Standard length

2575 mm

Width

927 mm

Weight

650 kg

Pneumatic supply

25CFM (707L/min) at 80 psi (6 bar)

Electrical supply

400 V AC 3 kW 3 phase (fused at 16A)

Section 05:
Customised
Automation
Heightened accuracy.
Increased output.
Reduced cost.
Customised automation is a recipe for profitability and growth.
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SECTION 05: CUSTOMISED AUTOMATION

Reduce Costs, Increase Profits
ARE YOU CURRENTLY PACKING PRODUCTS BY HAND?
We help to take New Zealand food producers to the next level with tailor‑made packaging solutions that help
them grow, reduce costs and increase profits. From completely automated packaging lines, to modular systems
that help you to scale your equipment in line with growth and cash flow, Contour have the knowledge and
engineering pedigree to tailor customised solutions to help you deliver.
WHEN IS AUTOMATION THE RIGHT CHOICE?
• If all or part of your packing process is manual, there is scope to automate.
• If labour is an excessive part of your production costs, then it’s time to automate.
• If you can’t meet production targets, then it’s time to automate.
• If the integrity of seals or consistency of package weights are failing quality control, then it’s time to automate.
HOW CAN CONTOUR HELP?
• We take the time to understand your packing line, look for opportunities to improve it then design, deliver and
support automations to take your business further.
• We’ll work with you on a modular, scalable solution that can grow with your business, that meets your goals now
AND in the future.
• We’ll be accountable. Partnering with Contour for equipment, consumables and servicing means you only have
to make one phone call to keep your packaging line at peak productivity.
WHAT TYPES OF PACKAGING CAN CONTOUR AUTOMATE?
We’re experts at automating weighing, filling, sealing and labelling. Whether you package popcorn, powders or
pastries, we’ll make sure your product is always portioned correctly, perfectly sealed, presented at its best and,
most importantly, packed with profitability.
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Section 06: Weighing
and Filling Systems
Our Weighing and Filling Systems can help automate your
production process and provide an efficient reliable solution
for all of your food packaging needs. Regardless of the size of
your production line or the application, we have easy to use
stand‑alone machines or complete packaging solutions that will
provide precise measurement and packaging of your products
based on weight or volume, giving you a perfect result every time.
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SECTION 06: WEIGHING AND FILLING SYSTEMS

Linear Weighers
ENDURO LINEAR WEIGHERS
The linear scale consists of a weigh bucket with 2 series of feeding lanes.
The product is transported from a storage hopper to the weigh buckets by
vibration.
When the set weight is almost reached the coarse vibration stops and the
fine vibration feeds the last of the product up to the final weight.
The scales are controlled by a user‑friendly touch screen. Complement this
weighhead with our top quality forming and sealing machine to create an
automatic vertical form, fill and seal machine.
These weighing systems work well with different weight requirements,
different shaped products or simultaneous weighing of two or more
products.
OPTIONS INCLUDE
• Single lane
• 2 lanes
• 4 lanes
APPLICATIONS INCLUDE
Sugar, salt, spices, coffee, beans, tea, rice, grated cheese, flavour material, nuts, dried fruits, small pasta pieces, pet
food, powder, small granules, pellets and many more.
FEATURES
• Advanced digital signal processing with high speed weighing
• Digital sensors to increase speed and avoid jamming
• High weighing accuracy
• Fine and coarse lanes on linear weighers
• Frame has a IP65 protection rating
• Easy to clean and assemble
• Dimple plating for feeding wet product
• Automatic learning function

Product Specifications
Weighing accuracy

0.5 – 2 g

Weighing speed

10 – 60 bags per minute

Preliminary programs

10

Lanes

Fine and course lanes

Talk to Contour today about downstream integration and customised automation
of your entire weighing, filling and sealing systems
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SECTION 06: WEIGHING AND FILLING SYSTEMS

Multihead Weighers
10 MULTI‑HEAD WEIGHER
Contour offers a 10 Multi‑head combination scale which enables cost
effective performance in packaging free flowing products. The scale is
characterised by its high production speed, accuracy, easy operation and
simple maintenance. The Multi‑head combination scales come complete
with 99 presets and a range of different hopper volumes.
Complement this weighhead with our top quality forming and sealing
machine to create an Automatic Vertical Form, Fill and Seal Machine.
These multi‑head weighers are very flexible and can be used for all types
of products including, confectionery, bakery, biscuits, cookies, cereals, fruit,
seeds, snacks, chips, pet food, plastic parts and many more applications.

14 MULTI‑HEAD WEIGHER
Contour offers a 14 Multi‑head combination scale which enables cost
effective performance in packaging free flowing products. The scale is
characterised by its high production speed, accuracy, easy operation and
simple maintenance. The Multi‑head combination scales come complete
with 99 presets and a range of different hopper volumes.
Complement this weighhead with our top quality forming and sealing
machine to create an Automatic Vertical Form, Fill and Seal Machine.
These multi‑head weighers are very flexible and can be used for all types
of products including, confectionery, bakery, biscuits, cookies, cereals, fruit,
seeds, snacks, chips, pet food, plastic parts and many more applications.

WATERPROOF MULTI‑HEAD WEIGHER
Contour Sales offers a 10 or 14 Multi‑head Waterproof Weigher.
These multi‑head weighers are very flexible and can be used for all types of products including, confectionery,
peanuts, snacks, chips, nuts, jelly, flakes, cookies, bakery items, coffee beans, pet food, dry granules and many
more applications.
FEATURES
• Waterproof level IP66
• Durable IP65 display
• Convenient butterfly screw adjustment
• Individual chutes
• Round corner buckets
• Round corner cabin with satin surface
• Stainless steel central frame and round corner step
motor housing
• Liner plates fixed by stainless steel hook – reliable,
dust and water proof

OPTIONS:
• IP66 water rating
• Dimple plating
• Variety of weigh bucket sizes available to suit all
product types
• Rotary main feeder
• Incline feeders

Talk to Contour today about downstream integration and customised automation
of your entire weighing, filling and sealing systems
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SECTION 06: WEIGHING AND FILLING SYSTEMS

Piston Fillers
BENCH‑TOP PISTON FILLING MACHINERY AND
EQUIPMENT
FEATURES
• Speed and capacity adjustable for quantitative filling.
• Easy for cleaning and operating.
• No skilled technique required.
• The material mechanism is stainless steel quality, without any corrosion.
• Both auto continuous filling and semi – auto pedal filling. Can be also
used with automatic machines for on‑line control.
• Volume inaccuracy: 3cc
• Two‑layered filling tank can keep both heating and thermo stating
function, it is optional.
• Can operate as a standalone unit, or be integrated.

Product Specifications
Model

9A3

9A10

Machine size

1320 x 420 x 660 mm

1320 x 420 x 700 mm

Power

110/220 W (50W)

110/220 W (50W)

Weight

31 kg

35 kg

Volume

30 50~300

300~1000

Capacity

30

30

FLOORSTANDING PISTON FILLER
FEATURES
• Speed and capacity adjustable for quantitative filling.
• Easy for cleaning and operating.
• No skilled technique required.
• The material mechanism is stainless steel quality, without any corrosion.
• Both auto continuous filling and semi – auto pedal filling. Can be also
used with automatic machines for on‑line control.
• Volume inaccuracy : 3cc
• Two‑layer’s filling tank can keep both heating and thermo stating
function, it is optional.
• Can operate as a standalone unit, or be integrated.

Product Specifications
Model
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9V3

9V10

Machine size

455 x 530 x 1685 mm

455 x 530 x 1685 mm

Power

110/220 W (50W)

110/220 W (50W)

Weight

33 kg

37 kg

Volume

50~300

300~1000

Capacity

30

30

Section 07: Pouch
Packaging Systems
Our Pouch Packaging Machines are ideal for automating the
filling and sealing of products using pre‑made pouches.
Whether you are looking for a linear packing machine or
space‑saving rotary pouch packaging system, we have options
that will increase efficiency and reduce labour when packing
goods into ready‑made bags and stand‑up pouches.
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SECTION 07: POUCH PACKAGING SYSTEMS

Enduro HPP Pouch Packer
ENDURO HPP POUCH PACKER
We're excited to introduce to you one of the most efficient and economic
horizontal packaging machines to package pre‑made stand‑up pouches,
square or flat bags.
With its linear movement the servo controlled horizontal bagger smoothly
transfers the bags, stopping at each position to allow for multiple filling
and insertion options.
This system conveys pouches to the front and rear of the machine,
thereby doubling the production capacity and allowing very quick format
changeover.
FEATURES
• MODULAR: Add a module: weighing, powder filling, liquid dosing,
product tamping, sachet insertion, gas flushing, date coding all in one
line.
• ACCESSIBLE: Full access from the front of the machine for easy
monitoring, and maintenance.
• COMPACT: Reduced footprint saving plenty of space in the factory.
• FLEXIBLE: Carry out bag size changes in minutes not hours.
• AESTHETICS: The bag is held firmly during all filling and sealing stages
for a perfect finish package result.
The HPP pouch packer can be coupled with the following:
• Weigh heads – Multihead or linear
• Walking platform
• Feed conveyors transferring product
• Inkjet printing

Talk to Contour today about upstream integration and customised automation of
your entire weighing, filling and sealing systems
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SECTION 07: POUCH PACKAGING SYSTEMS

Enduro Rotary Pouch Packer
ENDURO ROTARY POUCH PACKER
The Enduro Rotary Bag‑Fill Seal Machine offers a superb option for
automatically filling and sealing your pre‑made pouches. This system
is simple, reliable and durable making it the most optimum system for
automatically filling and sealing your pouches. Integrated insertion
units are also available as an option extra on these systems for oxygen
absorbers and other customised products.
Complete your pouch packing system with a weigh head for a streamlined
operation process.
OPTIONS:
• Horizontal bag feeder
• Bag holder
• Under bag opener
• Bag prop open device
• Zipper opener
• Vibrating device
• Squeezer

Product Specifications
Model

Enduro 300

Bag width

150 – 300 mm

Bag length

100 – 330 mm
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Section 08:
Vertical Form, Fill
and Seal Systems
Our Vertical Form, Fill and Seal Systems provide an ideal
combination for cost effective performance packaging of loose,
free‑flowing products.
Get precise control and automate your packaging with an
all‑in‑one packaging solution that weighs your product and then
forms, fills, and seals a variety of packaging materials.
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SECTION 08: VERTICAL FORM, FILL AND SEAL SYSTEMS

Enduro VERTICAL FORM, FILL AND SEAL
VERTICAL FORM, FILL AND SEAL MACHINES
This ENDURO machine combination enables cost effective performance in
packaging free flowing products.
This vertical form, fill and seal machine, which automatically forms a bag
from a roll of film, is integrated with our weigh‑head to allow accurate
filling of the pouches.
The scales and the machine are controlled by one user friendly touch
screen. The advantage of using the VFFS machine on your packaging line
is increased production speed and improved cost efficiencies.
FEATURES
• Compact all in one system complete with weigh head
• Single control panel for machine and weigh head
• Compatible with two and four lane linear weighers
• 304 Stainless Steel construction, of machine and all fasteners
OPTIONS INCLUDE
• 10, 12 or 14 bucket weighing system
PACKAGE STYLES
• 4 side seal
• Gusset bag
• Pillow bag
• Block bottom
• Chain bag
• Tear notch
• Quatro seal
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Section 09:
Thermoforming
Systems
Our Thermoforming Packaging Machines offer versatile options
for packaging products using either flexible or rigid materials,
allowing for a multitude of packaging options spanning a
wide range of products and uses. The reliability, resiliency, and
durability of our Thermoforming solutions make them an ideal
addition to any commercial production and packaging line up.
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SECTION 09: THERMOFORMING SYSTEMS

Enduro EF
ENDURO EF THERMOFORMING MACHINE
The ENDURO Easy Form is an in‑line thermoforming machine with an
innovative design, it is suitable for medium and high production volumes.
These models have high versatility for vacuum packaging, vacuum/gas and
skin packaging and are used in many industries including food, industrial
and medical fields.
The ENDURO Easy Form can work with both flexible and rigid material.

Product Specifications
Model

EF

Dimensions

3060/3870 x 1110 x 1985 mm

Power

400V – 50 Hz – 3P + N + GND

SECTION 07: THERMOFORMING SYSTEMS

Enduro F1 & F3
ENDURO F1‑F3 THERMOFORMING MACHINES
The ENDURO F1‑F3 models are very versatile; you can choose between
two operating systems to best suit your product requirements:
• Operating system 1: Can come designed only to seal your product/s
• Operating system 2: Can come equipped to vacuum, vacuum/gas or skin
pack your product/s
INNOVATION AND RELIABILITY
These machines are equipped with ENDURO technology based on moulds
lifted by an electrical knee lever system and brushless motors. This offers
a low energy consumption and an overall better machine capacity, high
precision and speed.
HYGIENE:
IP65 protection class, frame and protection covers made of stainless steel make these machines suitable to work
in damp and aggressive environments.
USER FRIENDLY:
These machine are equipped with a touch screen for ease of use.

Product Specifications
Model

F1

F3

Dimensions

4140 (5340) x 1210 x 1985mm

5350 (7750) x 1210 x 1985mm

Power

400V – 50 Hz – 3P + N + GND

400V – 50 Hz – 3P + N + GND
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SECTION 09: THERMOFORMING SYSTEMS

Enduro IPEF
ENDURO IPEF THERMOFORMING MACHINE
The ENDURO IPEF is a fully automatic forming – sealing – packaging
machine with truly modular design to accommodate your current and
future requirements.
Vacuum, gas and modified atmosphere packaging can be achieved with
this machine.
Product application include various foods such as meat, seafood, fruit,
vegetables; medical components and hardware items.
FEATURES
• With special stainless steel holding chains, moulding of flexible film or
rigid film of different thickness for special purpose packaging is achievable
• Servo chain drive – high speed with possibility to control acceleration and deceleration
• With advanced horizontal and longitudinal cutting systems, tooling changeover time is greatly reduced
• There is a scrap and waste recycling system to help maintain environmental cleanness
• IP65 Protection Class, gives excellent protection against ingress of dust and water
• System includes an I‑Print thermal transfer printer for printing Batch and Date Codes
• Guillotine set for Cross Cutting
• Longitudinal cut is achieved by motorised blades
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Section 10:
Wrapping Systems
Our professional Wrapping Systems provide a wide variety
of options for protecting and preserving your food products,
culminating in a professional high‑quality presentation. Whether
you are looking for small quality manual sealers and stretch
wrappers, flow wrapping equipment, or high volume automated
shrink wrappers and automated shrink‑wrapping systems, we
have a product wrapping solution that will suit your needs and
application and achieve excellent results.
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SECTION 10: WRAPPING SYSTEMS

Flow Wrapping
END‑32 COMPACT HORIZONTAL FLOW WRAPPER
The END‑32 is a compact economical flow wrapper, suitable for single and
small products. The END‑32 has a long feeding conveyor and the stable
construction makes it possible to run this machine automatically at high
speeds, achieving an output of up to 150 packs per minute.
FEATURES
• Compact construction for reducing space and cost requirements
• Bag length is easily adjusted by the indicator
• Equipped with precision photocell sensor for tracing control
• Auto‑stops when out of film
• Efficient operation and performance which is labour saving
• All product‑contacted areas are stainless steel or plastic construction
APPLICABLE PRODUCTS
Pet food, bread, cakes, moon cakes, instant noodles, biscuits, snacks, pastry products, productive wrapping of
boxed products, candy, blisters, cosmetics products, toy industry, cards.
OPTIONS
• Auto‑feeding system
• Date coder
• Stainless steel machine frame
• CE or UL standards

END‑LR LOWER‑REEL HORIZONTAL FLOW WRAPPER
The ENDURO lower-reel feeding flow‑wrapper is a very compact servo
controlled reverse flow wrapper. This machine is ideal for hygienic
packaging, as products are placed directly on the film and do not come
into contact with an part of the machine. Loose items and soft delicate
products are carried gently on the film through the wrapping process.
FEATURES
• Lower‑reel feeding is suitable for soft products, sticky products, and
multiple product per pack situations; products will be carried gently
on the film or belt through the feeding and wrapping process to avoid
product damage
• Upper slug feeding device or belt type transporting conveyors are
available for special products
• All product‑contacted areas are stainless steel or POM construction
OPTIONS
• Date coder
• Stainless steel machine frame
• CE or UL standards.
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Flow Wrapping
END‑E HORIZONTAL FLOW WRAPPER
The END‑E ENDURO Horizontal Flow Wrapper is a floor standing
horizontal form, fill and seal system. The long feeding conveyor and stable
construction make it possible to run this system automatically at high
speeds.
FEATURES
• Two‑step feeding conveyor that easily wraps products in a row.
Commonly used for in‑row, on‑edge packaging of cookies, crackers, and
biscuits.
• L‑type rod bar conveyor collecting the stacked products manually from
the packaging table, constant width of feeding channel with cross rod
bar for easy counting and feeding
• Slug transfer unit synchronized from the L‑type cross rod conveyor to the wrapper in‑feed conveyor for
protecting product
• Cost saving and high capacity with no‑tray packaging
• Both side spring fingers of infeed conveyor clip slug safely on edge and feed into forming box
• Clipping transfer fingers with curved rail transport wrapped slugs from forming box through end sealing unit to
discharging conveyor
OPTION FOR AUTO SPLICER
Saving time when exchanging the film creates higher efficiency
OPTIONS
• Stainless steel machine frame
• Date coder
• CE or UL standards.

Product Specifications
Operating speed

20 – 80 pack/min

Maximum film length

100 – 400 mm

Film width

450 or 650 mm

Product width

30 – 100 mm

Product height

Maximum 70 mm
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SECTION 10: WRAPPING SYSTEMS

Flow Wrapping
END‑V4 FOUR‑AXIS SERVO HORIZONTAL FLOW
WRAPPER
This four‑axis servo flow wrapper can record wrap tension, sealing data,
and product data and adjustments are easy and fast.
FEATURES
• Four‑axis servo driving system: End sealing unit, film transportation,
feeding chain and film tension are driven by servo motors independently
and system is durable, highly productive and low on noise
• User‑friendly interface and controls with 10.4inch colour monitor
• 50 settings (bag length, temperature, speed, feeding position, film
tension, and cutting position)
• Self‑diagnostic function, error messages show on‑screen for easy
troubleshooting
• Overload sensing function for each servo motor gives warning in advance and prevents the parts and products
from being damaged
OPTIONS:
• Auto‑feeding system
• Date coder
• Stainless steel machine frame
• Auto‑splicer
• No‑Product‑No‑Go
• No‑Gap‑No‑Seal
• CE or UL standards.
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SECTION 10: WRAPPING SYSTEMS

Flow Wrapping
END‑65 MULTI‑FUNCTION WRAPPER
This wrapper is applicable for packing all kinds of solid and regular objects,
including foods such as biscuits, bread, instant noodles, ice cream, moon
cakes, soft sweets, and other objects such as toilet soap, medicated
essences, note books, pen packs, tapes, and medicines in regular shapes.
FEATURE
• Three different positions: inclined 90°, vertical, or horizontal based on
the product to be wrapped
• This machine is equipped with stainless steel frame (AISI 304)
• Machine can be entered on the left
• All parts feature a cantilevered design for easy maintenance and cleaning
• Safety guards as required by local law. Safety standard as CEE directives
• Appropriate for polyethylene film, shrink film, etc.
• The following items can be installed: Photocell for printed film, printer for
date, line shaft for automatic feeders, etc.
OPTIONS
• Photocell for printed film
• Intermittent pneumatic printer
• Photocell for bag length
• Gas flushing
• Alcohol nebulizer
• Euro slot punch
• Elevator for packages collection
• Respectable outfeed conveyor
• Rotary pin film perforator
• Motorized infeed conveyor
• Motorized outfeed conveyor – 3 meter
• Motorized device to unwind reels
• In‑feed conveyor – 1 meter
• Opening pneumatic wheels
• Pneumatic gusset
• Easy opening bag device
• Transfer thermic printer
• Forming tube
• Label applicator
• Turning table
• Weight and label applicator
• Bread counter
• Check weigher with vibrating channel
• Photocell for end film
• Independent automatic clipping machine
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SECTION 10: WRAPPING SYSTEMS

Flow Wrapping
END‑A4 AUTOMATIC VERTICAL MAGAZINE WRAPPER
Save on paper envelopes and expensive postage! This machine is designed
for the packaging of magazines, catalogues, bulletins, thin books, etc.
FEATURES
• Clear POF film instead of paper envelopes makes contents visible and
saves money
• PLC combined LCD text controller, bag length self‑adjustment through
photocell
• Impulse heating and cutting knife, saves energy
• Manually load the magazine into the bag former, then machine will
automatically bag, seal, cut and out‑feed
• Conforms to CE standards
• Can achieve an output of 1200pcs per hour *
OPTIONS
• Feed out conveyor
*Note: This is only an indication of what this machine can achieve and
depends on your product size, thickness, and film specifications.

VEGGIEPACK AVP 600
The AUDION Veggiepack is a unique semi‑automatic packaging machine
for round shaped vegetables, such as lettuce, cabbages, broccoli,
cauliflower, etc. The product is wrapped tightly in Polypropylene or
Polystyrene film, leaving no surplus film around the product. The product
is protected from damage and the round shape package enhances its
appearance.
FEATURES
• Heat sealed at the bottom of your product
• Separate discharge of film and product
• Film positioning by photocell sensor
• Quick heat up time
• No air compressor needed
• Adjustable tightness of packaging

Product Specifications
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Model

AVP 600

Machine size (L x W x H)

1230 x 830 x 960 mm

Machine weight

220 kg

Seal bar

Heat seal

Film

(Perforated) CPP, OPP, Polystyrene

Film thickness

Approximately 15 micron

Film width

520 – 600 mm

Product length

Maximum 220 mm

Product height

Maximum 175 mm

Production capacity

Maximum 550 / hour

Voltage

230 V / 1 ph / 50 Hz

Consumption

700 Watt

SECTION 10: WRAPPING SYSTEMS

Shrink Wrapping
END‑45 L‑BAR AND SHRINK TUNNEL
The Enduro Semi‑automatic L‑Sealers and matching shrink tunnels can
be used to pack your products safely with a sparkling presentation. Easy
adjustment/settings of these sealers guarantee flexibility and a high
production quantity. These sealers are combined with our separate shrink
tunnels to give you a highly versatile system.
FEATURES
• High quality impulse sealing machine
• Suitable for PVC, POF shrink films
• CE approved

END‑455 HOOD‑TYPE SHRINK WRAPPER
The All‑in‑1 hood‑type shrink wrap systems are ideal for moderate
production quantities and give you the best solution when you want to
add value to your product. Protect your product against scratches, bundle
your products or give it some extra gloss with a strong, tight, glossy
over‑wrap.
OPTIONS
• Stand – Optional
• Other models available to suit your specific requirements

Product Specifications
Model

END‑45

Machine size (L x W x D)

END‑455
1320 x 820 x 645

Sealing dimensions (W x D) 400 x 550 mm 550 x 420 mm
Tunnel inlet dimension (W x H)

400 x 200 mm

Maximum film roll dimension

600 mm x Ø 300 mm

Maximum packing height

150 mm
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Shrink Wrapping
HIGH SPEED AUTOMATIC L‑SEALER
The LAT range of high speed automatic L‑Sealer combinations can be
used when productivity is all important. Due to advanced control systems,
these machines can be used to pack a variety of different products. The
LAT 65/50 has many innovative features to ensure that they offer a highly
efficient alternative to smaller more manual systems.
FEATURES
• The machine is equipped with a motorized in‑feed belt to load the
products
• Teflon Coated Sealing bar, reduces fumes and requires minimal
maintenance
• User friendly control panel – SIEMENS PLC technology and AKKO touch
screen
• Motorized film unwinding
• PP – PE – POF – PT – PVC centerfold film can be used
• Automatic cool down functions on electrical components.
• Adjustable shrink tunnel
• Tunnel air flow distribution system with low turbulence gives even distribution of heat and guarantees
considerable energy savings
• Consistent tunnel air‑flow
• Tunnel insulation with rock fibre insulating material of 60mm – keeps heat loss to a minimum
• Reduced power consumption – 50% of rated kW
• Vertical Photocell for thin products
• Conveyor speed electronically adjustable by inverter
• Tunnel fan speed adjustable by inverter
• Adjustable shrink tunnel temperature
• Seal temperature electronically adjusted by means of a touch pad with digital display
• Excess film take‑up spool
• Mig‑welded powder coated tubular frame
• 60 different operation programs can be stored in the memory
• Single pack or multi pack mode
• Continuous cycle sealing
• CE compliant
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SECTION 10: WRAPPING SYSTEMS

Shrink Wrapping
HIGH SPEED AUTOMATIC SHRINK WRAPPER
This complete shrink wrapping systems is your answer to packaging
large volumes of products including: Software, food, cosmetics, printing,
pharmaceutical, flooring, ceramics, beverage, metal, plastics. Suitable for
OPP, POF, PE, PVC and other shrink packaging materials.
FEATURES
• Constant heated sealing blades can perform continuously, which enables
limitless product length and a high capacity of up to 60 bags per minute
• Auto photocell infeed system provides both horizontal and vertical
options to suit various product sizes
• Hand wheel adjustments make a fast and effective product changeover
• Machine produces an enclosed pack with sealing on 3 sides
• Applicable for PE, POF and other center‑folded shrink films, especially for POF shrink film packing
• Scrap film is automatically taken up on waste spool
• Motor‑driven infeed conveyor and free roller outfeed conveyor are options for fully automatic application
OPTIONS:
• Various conveyor materials can be used to accommodate small and/or irregular products
• Printing film photo sensor
• 1 .5 m infeed conveyor
• Automatic product pusher
• 3 meters length lugs pushing conveyor

I‑BAR SEALERS
Professionally shrink wrap your products. A simple three step operation
to enhance the appearance and value of your products while protecting it
against damage.
Shrink wrap systems include I‑Bar sealer with time, heat gun and film
roll holder.

Product Specifications
Model

300IP

450IP

600IP

800IP

Maximum cutting wire

300 mm

450 mm

600 mm

800 mm

Maximum circumference

550 mm

760 mm

1010 mm

1320 mm

Watts:

250 W

350 W

450 W

600 W
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SECTION 10: WRAPPING SYSTEMS

Shrink Wrapping
L‑BAR SEALERS
A one‑step, fast acting shrink wrap system for P.P, PVC, PE Materials.
Unit makes 2 seals at a time with energy saving timer. 340 mm x 340 mm
bars will seal and cut film up to 0.025 mm thick. System includes film and
dispenser rack.

Product Specifications
Model

300LP

Maximum seal length

340 x 340 mm

Maximum circumference

680 mm

Watts:

650 W

TE‑MATIC SHRINK TUNNELS
The main features of the TE‑MATIC Shrink tunnels are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adjustable shrink tunnel temperature
Adjustable conveyor speed
Tunnel air flow regulated by flaps
Tunnel conveyor with silicone coated rotating rollers
Control panel with back-lit LCD
Automatic cool down function for end of shift
Reduced power consumption
Rollers can be fixed for PE
6 working programs

Product Specifications
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Model

TM18

TM18L

TM30

TM30L

Chamber:

Single

Double

Single

Double

Maximum product width

400 mm

400 mm

600 mm

600 mm

Maximum product height

230 mm

230 mm

300 mm

300 mm

SECTION 10: WRAPPING SYSTEMS

Stretch Wrapping
ASWD450 COMPACT STRETCH WRAPPER
Contour Sales proudly presents the Audion Stretch Wrapper, which
belongs to a new generation of machinery to wrap fresh products in a
tray or on a plate. Its strong combination of low price, compact design
and easy operation makes this the perfect machine to integrate in the
packaging process of contract packers and to use in fresh food sections in
supermarkets, butchers, groceries and deli‑shops.
The ergonomic design of the Audion stretch wrapper enables a
comfortable working position. Also, the wrapper requires little
maintenance due to its high a quality finish.
Placing a roll of film and guiding it through the machine is very easy
because of its light structure.
Furthermore, every step in the wrapping process is very logical, which
makes packaging a product very easy. But most important of all, using the
Audion Stretch Wrapper results in an attractive and presentable product.

ENDURO AUTOMATIC STRETCH WRAPPER
Achieve excellent results in three simple steps with this ENDURO
compact benchtop automatic stretch wrapping machine. Increasing your
productivity by wrapping up to 16 items per minute in three simple steps –
place the tray on the hot plate, pull the lid down and remove the packaged
product. Automatic stretch wrapping eliminates skilled labour and physical
effort, helping increase profits through improved product presentation and
workplace efficiency.
FEATURES
• The automatic stretch wrapper is manufactured from stainless steel and
antioxidant materials, hygienic and easy to clean
• Tray elevator
• Double magnets for a good strong wrap every time
• Sealing plate and hot wire temperature adjustment features
• Three customizable programs can be stored
APPLICATIONS INCLUDE:
• Retailers, supermarkets, warehouse/club, convenience stores, butcher shops, delicatessens, specialty food
stores, fast food, bars & pubs
• Restaurants, in‑flight caterers, hospitals, hotels, stadiums, nursing homes, military bases
• Meat processors, seafood processors, dried fruit, product suppliers, dairy, commissaries, sandwich producer,
large scale kitchens, pasta and sausage factories and farms
Product Specifications:
Machine dimensions:

700 x 730 x 515 mm

Maximum tray size:

270 x 200 x 145 mm
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Section 11:
Labelling Systems
Our label dispensers make labelling your products a breeze.
Whether you are looking for a heavy duty semi‑automatic
labelling dispenser or a more specialised labelling system, we have
a labelling solution that will expedite your labelling process and
provide a professional appearance to your final product.
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SECTION 11: LABELLING SYSTEMS

Label Dispensers
BOTTLE‑MATIC LABEL DISPENSER
Stop wasting time peeling labels by hand...
Bottle‑Matic is the perfect machine for labelling your cylindrical products!
It can wrap your bottles, cans, tubes and jars by simply activating the foot
pedal.
The bottle labeller can label any cylindrical object fast and accurately
– FRONT and BACK. The Bottle‑Matic can take a label from 127 mm –
254 mm diameter and achieve a speed of up to 1200 pcs per hour!
OPTIONS INCLUDE
• Single label device
• Front and back label device

LABEL DISPENSERS
Stop wasting time peeling labels by hand...
These labelling units are simple heavy‑duty, semi‑automatic label
dispensers. Once the label touches the micro‑switch it stops, you then
pick up the label until it dispenses completely, when the next label hits the
switch it stops. The waste is rolled up on a take up spool. Three models to
choose from depending on label width.
END‑25LD can take a label size of: 63 mm wide
END‑45LD can take a label size of: 10 – 114 mm wide
END‑60LD can take a label size of: 153 mm wide
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Section 12:
Sealing Systems
From simple impulse hand sealers to larger foot sealers and
automated belt sealers, we have a have a commercial sealing
solution to meet your application and needs. Regardless of size or
quantity, we offer a sealing system that allows you to easily seal
your products using shrinkable laminates, bags, or even tubes, for
a professionally finished presentation of your product.
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SECTION 12: SEALING SYSTEMS

Hand Sealers
IMPULSE HAND SEALERS
Impulse Heat Hand Sealers are an economical hand operated tabletop heat
sealer designed for low volume general and food packaging.
Extremely low‑maintenance, the maximum temperature of this machine
is set to ensure the PTFE cannot burn through. The seal temperature
is adjustable by means of a potentiometer with different positions,
depending on the thickness of the film.
EXCEL Replacement Element Kits are readily available. Contact us for
more information.

Product Specifications
Model

100HI

200HI

300HI

400HI

500HI

205HI

305HI

405HI

Max seal length

100 mm

200 mm

300 mm

400 mm

500 mm

200 mm

300 mm

400 mm

Max seal thickness 2 x 0.1 mm

2 x 0.15 mm 2 x 0.15 mm 2 x 0.15 mm 2 x 0.15 mm 2 x 0.15 mm 2 x 0.15 mm 2 x 0.15 mm

Seal width

2 mm

2 mm

2 mm

2 mm

2 mm

5 mm

5 mm

5 mm

IMPULSE HAND SEALERS WITH CUTTER
Impulse Heat Hand Sealers are an economical hand operated tabletop heat
sealer designed for low volume general and food packaging.
Extremely low‑maintenance, the maximum temperature of this machine
is set to ensure the PTFE cannot burn through. The seal temperature is
adjustable by means of a potentiometer different positions, depending on
the thickness of the film.
EXCEL Replacement Element Kits are readily available. Contact us for
more information.

Product Specifications
Model

200 HC

300 HC

400 HC

205 HC

305 HC

405 HC

Max seal length

200 mm

300 mm

400 mm

205 mm

305 mm

405 mm

Max seal thickness

2 x 0.15 mm

2 x 0.15 mm

2 x 0.15 mm

2 x 0.15 mm

2 x 0.15 mm

2 x 0.15 mm

Seal width

2 mm

2 mm

2 mm

5 mm

5 mm

5 mm
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SECTION 12: SEALING SYSTEMS

Automatic Sealers
AUTOMATIC SEALING EQUIPMENT
Automatic table‑top bag sealers are designed for continuous repetitive
sealing. The machine comes complete with adjustable sealing, cooling
and timer controls. Once the correct control settings have been pre‑set,
consistent seals are maintained automatically, making the last seal as
perfect as the first.
OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
• Round element for seal and cut
• Constant or Bi‑active sealing bars
EXCEL Replacement Element Kits are readily available. Contact us for
more information.

Product Specifications
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Model

250AI

350AI

355AI

450AI

455AI

600AI

605AI

Max seal length

250 mm

350 mm

350 mm

450 mm

450 mm

600 mm

600 mm

Max seal thickness

2 x 0.15 mm

2 x 0.15 mm

2 x 0.15 mm

2 x 0.15 mm

2 x 0.15 mm

2 x 0.15 mm

2 x 0.15 mm

Seal width

2 mm

2 mm

5 mm

2 mm

5 mm

2 mm

5 mm

SECTION 12: SEALING SYSTEMS

Foot Sealers
IMPULSE FOOT SEALERS
Impulse Heat Foot Sealers are ideal for sealing larger heavier bags.
The foot control leaves your hands free to feed the machine, it's just
like having an extra hand. All units come complete with pedestal, stand,
adjustable work table and foot control. 2 mm, 5 mm and 10 mm seal widths
are available. Also available in: double (bi‑active) or single impulse and
sealing widths.
OPTIONAL EXTRAS
• Date/batch printer
• Heavy Duty Work Tables, Stand Extensions and Tilt Head adjustments
can be added to meet your specific need
EXCEL Replacement Element Kits are readily available. Contact us for
further details.

Product Specifications
Model

300FI

450FI

600FI

305FI

455FI

605FI

Max seal length

300 mm

450 mm

600 mm

300 mm

450 mm

600 mm

Max seal thickness

2 x 0.1 mm

2 x 0.15 mm

2 x 0.15 mm

2 x 0.15 mm

2 x 0.15 mm

2 x 0.15 mm

Seal width

2 mm

2 mm

2 mm

5 mm

5 mm

5 mm

ADJUSTABLE ANGLE IMPULSE FOOT SEALER
The Adjustable Angle Impulse Foot Sealer allows you to bring the sealing
jaws closer to the product by tilting down. It minimizes the need to
constantly lift the product to the sealing jaws, increasing production time
and reducing user fatigue. Included is an extended foot pedal and large
heavy duty work‑table. The heavy duty work‑table is adjustable up to a 45
degree downward tilt. This option is perfect and ideal for sealing packages
that contain loose items like powders, grains or liquids.
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SECTION 12: SEALING SYSTEMS

Foot Sealers
CONSTANT HEAT FOOT SEALERS
Constant Heat Foot Sealers are specially designed to seal thick laminates
including foil pouches and multi‑layer bags. The unique design ensures the
sealing jaws are constantly heated, therefore ensuring a consistent, quality,
strong seal every time. The CFN models are equipped with a timing light
and signal to notify the operator when the sealing cycle is complete. All
units come complete with pedestal, stand, adjustable work table and foot
control.
OPTIONAL EXTRAS
• Date/batch printer
• Heavy Duty Work Tables, Stand Extensions and Tilt Head adjustments
can be added to meet your specific need

Product Specifications
Model

200CFN

300CFN

400CFN

Max seal length

200 mm

300 mm

400 mm

Seal width

10/15 mm

10/15 mm

10/15 mm

Watts

250 W

350 W

420 W

AUDION MAGNETA FOOT SEALER
The Magneta series consists of a complete range of manually operated
impulse heat sealers with different size models and options. This user
friendly and safe machine is ideal for packing small and medium sized
series. The machine can work with pre‑made bags as well as with tubular
foil. When working with tubular foil, the machine can produce various
length bags by using the integrated shielded cutting device.
MAGNETA MGM – MOTOR
The Magneta MGM impulse heat sealer is powered by an electric motor and equipped with an electric foot switch.
This special system enables you to close the sealing jaws with a gentle push on the pedal and achieves consistent
and reliable seals.
MAGNETA MG(M)T – TWIN SEAL
The twin impulse heat seal model of the Magneta is equipped with two parallel sealing bars. The cutting device
will cut the film in between the two sealing bars.
MAGNETA MGMI – INDUSTRIAL SEAL
The MGMI impulse heat seal model of the Magneta is equipped with a 5 mm wide seal. On this model the sealing
wire is fastened with tensioners to prevent distortion.
MAGNETA MGMDS – BI‑ACTIVE
The bi‑active heat seal model of the Magneta is equipped with two sealing bars, one in the arm and one in the
machine. This creates a more powerful seal than the standard models.
MAGNETA MG(M)S – STAINLESS STEEL
The MGS impulse heat seal model of the Magneta is made out of stainless steel for special applications like the
food industry or clinical environments. The MGS has a stainless steel housing and accessories.
OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
Work Table and Bag Support, Support and Footpedal Rolloflux incl. polylock
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SECTION 12: SEALING SYSTEMS

Belt Sealers
CONTINUOUS BELT SEALER
The Continuous Belt Sealers in stainless steel are ideal for sealing
pre‑made bags horizontally or vertically as required. An economical sealer
designed for continuous belt sealing for high volume general and food
packaging. By using a Teflon belt; polyethylene, polypropylene, cellophane,
paper, aluminium and other laminates can be sealed. Upgrade and
increase efficiency. Improve your product capacity to a speed of 10m/min.
Comes equipped with speed control, embossing wheel and heat controls.
These machines are used to increase efficiency and can be used in any
production process.
OPTIONAL EXTRA
• Thermal date printer
• Continuous Belt Sealer

Product Specifications
Model

Horizontal

Vertical

Seal width

10 mm

10 mm

Maximum depth seal

40 mm

40 mm

Motor

1/12HP

1/12HP

Temperature

0 – 300 °C

0 – 300 °C

Watts

550 W

550 W

Speed

0 – 12m/min

0 – 12m/min

Weight

35 kg

50 kg
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SECTION 12: SEALING SYSTEMS

Band Sealers
FLOOR‑STANDING VERTICAL BAND SEALER
The D552 AVTS is a vertical band sealer, designed for large pre‑made bags
that are sealed standing up. It is ideal for powder, liquid or solid products
that would spill if sealed lying flat.
The sealing head on the D552 AVTS can be rotated 90 degrees, and is also
adjustable in height. The D552 AVTS is equipped with a height‑adjustable
integrated conveyor belts.
The speed of this conveyor can be synchronized to the sealing unit from
the control panel.

Product Specifications
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Model

D 552 AVTS

Seal width

10 mm

Operation speed

Variable up to 10 meters per min

Conveyor belt width

250 mm

Conveyor belt height

Adjustable in 11 positions within 500 mm range

Conveyor belt horizontal position:

Adjustable within 90 mm range

Power

1200 Watt

Voltage

230 V

Dimensions

1410 x 610 x 1440 mm

Weight of machine

126 kg

SECTION 12: SEALING SYSTEMS

Tube Sealers
TABLE‑TOP IMPULSE TUBE SEALER
This Compact AUDION table‑top Impulse Tube Sealer is ideal for sealing
your products in a tube. This easy‑to‑use front loading machine is built to
accommodate different tube lengths. Equipped with bi‑active sealing bars,
a moving thermo‑controlled impulse seal bar and automatic adjustment of
the sealing pressure ensures you get a consistent good quality seal every
time.
Our compact Tube Sealers can store up to 9 of your favourite programs.
OPTIONAL EXTRAS INCLUDE
• 10 character code seal
• Extra tube holder
• Second sealing bar

Product Specifications
Capacity

4 – 6 tubes / cycle

Tube diameter

20 – 50 mm

Tube length

70 – 230 mm

Tube holder for 6 tubes

Cap diameter 20 – 40 mm (sealing length max 65 mm per tube)

Tube holder for 4 tubes

Cap diameter 40 – 50 mm

Tube material

PE‑PP / AL‑PE

Sealing width

4 mm flat

Maximum number of seals / min

3

Voltage

230 V / 1 PH / 50/60 HZ

Consumption

750 W

Applications

Cosmetics, Pharmaceuticals, Liquids / Paste
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Section 13: Medical
Sealing Systems
Our wide range of Medsealers are perfect for medical applications
and provide precise, safe, sterile packaging of your medical
devices, pouches, and disposables. Whether you are looking for an
impulse sealer, vacuum sealer, or heat sealing machine, we have a
high‑quality solution for packaging your medical products.
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SECTION 13: MEDICAL SEALING SYSTEMS

Impulse Sealers
MEDSEAL
These impulse sealers are suitable for sealing medical sterilization pouches.
The MEDSEAL impulse sealers are available in three different versions; the
MEDSEAL, the MEDSEAL digital and the MEDSEAL digital validatable.
All versions are available in two sizes: 460 and 611.
OPTIONS INCLUDE
• Foot pedal
• Stainless steel work table
• Data software

POWER SEALER IST MED
Medsealers for medical devices and disposable manufacturers for
industries where precision and safety are of great importance.
This heavy duty power sealer features pneumatically closed sealing bars,
has a user friendly digital panel and is equipped with Bi‑active sealing bars
suitable for sealing laminates and thick pouches.
Sealing up to lengths of 1020 mm
Film thickness: 20 – 400 micron
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SECTION 13: MEDICAL SEALING SYSTEMS

Rotary Sealers
CONTIMED D666 MPCV
The D666 MPCV is our advanced medical rotary sealers for sealing
and coding medical sterilization pouches. This sealer is developed to
seal pouches according to DIN 58953 Part 7 and is suitable for packing
sterilized products according to ISO 11607 and EN 868. Using a multi‑line
seal, self correcting seal pressure and an in‑feed speed of 10 m/min.
The D 666 MPCV can be used for closing paper/polypropylene, medical
pouches or thin aluminium laminate pillow bags (max. 100 micron, no
gusset bags). The built‑in matrix printer can be used to print: date,
operator name, serial number and codes, directly on the pouches
according to the most recent tracking standards (EN 980 symbols).
The D666 MPCV can be programmed through the keypad, but can also
be connected to a PC/network to be programmed. D666 MPCV can be
used for validatable processes through constant monitoring of all seal
parameters and alarm/block functions when a parameter is out of range.

CONTIMED D662 MD MEDICAL ROTARY SEALER
A compact medical rotary sealer with sealing temperature, pressure and
speed fully validatable according to ISO 11607‑2. The process parameters
can be exported to PC via USB memory stick.
The sealer can handle medical pouches of: polypropylene/paper, medical
pouches, PA/PE and laminated materials. The seals are made according to
the requirements of EN 868‑5 and DIN 58953‑7.

CONTIMED D775 MPCV
Advanced medical rotary sealer for sealing and coding medical sterilization
pouches.
This sealer is developed to seal pouches according to DIN 58953 Part 7
and is suitable for packing sterilized products according to ISO 11607 and
EN 868.
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SECTION 13: MEDICAL SEALING SYSTEMS

Power Sealers
MAGVAC MEDICAL POWER SEALER
The AUDION Magvac Medical is a powerful, stainless steel vacuum sealer
equipped with a vacuum nozzle and bi‑active sealing bars. This machine is
designed for validated sealing and can be used for vacuum packaging and
modified atmosphere packaging.
The machine is available with a sealing length of 520 mm, 720 mm and
1020 mm and is equipped with a foot pedal.
This vacuum sealer features pneumatically closed sealing bars, has a user
friendly digital panel where you can store up to 9 different programs and
is equipped with Bi‑active sealing bars suitable for sealing laminates and
thick pouches.
OPTIONS INCLUDE
• Support
• Work table
• Bag support
• Stretch fingers
• Data software
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Section 14: HYGIENE
AND FOOD SAFETY
Hygiene is of paramount importance when preparing and
packaging food and medical products. We offer easy to use,
innovative solutions to maintain hygiene and food safety in a
variety of environments, helping you to maintain a safe and
immaculate production line.
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SECTION 14: HYGIENE AND FOOD SAFETY

ENDURO SHOE COVER DEVICE
ENDURO SHOE COVER DEVICE
Hygiene in step with the times... The most effective and efficient solution
for cleanliness in environments that need to meet high standards.
The ENDURO shoe cover dispensing system significantly reduces the
time it takes to put shoe covers on and is very simple and easy to use.
The user-friendly automatic dispenser can quickly carry out a shoe cover
within five seconds. No more waiting for a seat on the bench, bending
down, or balancing on one leg. Our system puts them on automatically.
The ENDURO Shoe cover dispensing system makes putting shoe covers
on faster, easier, and safer, which ultimately increases your company’s
productivity and reduces costs.
By making it so much easier to put shoe covers on, our system increases employee and visitor compliance,
thereby facilitating a cleaner, more sanitary environment and helping to prevent contamination.
SPECIFICATIONS:
The digital screen has an indicator of the exact number of shoe covers left and a break down indicator; moreover
a warning light indicates the shoe covers exhaustion. The device is equipped with a ‘reset’ button, an automatic
control for a higher working efficiency and has complete electromechanical functioning with no need of
pneumatic connection.
APPLICATION FIELDS:
Clean rooms, food, electronic components, hospitals/laboratories, chemical/pharmaceutical, cosmetics, research
centres.

Disposable shoe covers available:
Type

PVC

Non-slip CPE

Pieces per box

200

160
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Section 15: Service
and Maintenance
We are passionate about keeping production lines and packaging
systems running at their most efficient and we care deeply about
our client’s success. When our clients are successful, we are
successful - and that’s a wrap.
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SECTION 15: SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE

SERVICE, MAINTENANCE, AND PARTS
SERVICE, MAINTENANCE, AND PARTS
Support your investment and ensure that your packaging line continues
to run at peak efficiency, allowing your business to keep humming along
and delivering beautifully packaged products to your valued customers.
Maintaining and regularly servicing your packaging machines keeps them
running smoothly and ensures that you keep delivering superior products.
…on budget, and on time.
ON-SITE SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE
The most effective method for maintaining equipment and performance is
to conduct regular scheduled maintenance of your packaging systems. We
provide our customers with comprehensive packaging equipment service
solutions, from line checks and preventive maintenance, system updates
and upgrades, to replacing worn or damaged parts. Our team operates a
nationwide schedule for in-situ servicing, so Contact Contour today to take
advantage of our scheduled regional visits.
CALLOUT SERVICE
When the unexpected happens, Contour have you covered with full-time, on-site, and on-call technical support.
We’ll be on-site promptly to ensure that your business gets back up and running as quickly as possible. Need an
urgent or emergency service for your packaging equipment? Call us on 0800 576 997
SPARE PARTS
For those quick little fixes and routine maintenance, Contour stock a full range of official, certified spare parts for
all of our premium packaging products. If you know what parts you are after and need to order them now, send us
an email or call us on 0800 576 997
BOOK A SERVICE
Not sure if you are on our service schedule? Give us a call on 0800 576 997 to check or find out when our
technicians are next in your area and book a service. Alternatively, send us an email.
Contact Contour today and let our experienced staff assist you with all of your packaging machine maintenance
and service needs.

Vacumm Pack
Service Kits
Available
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We specialise in the supply of food
packaging & machinery that offers
the best combination of price &
performance to drive the business
outcomes you strive for.
We work closely with our
international suppliers to provide
our customers with the very best

our story
Contour International is a family owned business which
specialises in the supply of food packaging and packaging
systems and machinery. Based in The Lakes, Tauranga, Contour
International services different industries throughout New
Zealand and internationally via a sales and dealer network system.
With over 15 years’ experience, our vast accompaniment of
resources, technical back up and in-house support, we offer you a
complete packaging solution from process to shelf.

0800 576 997
www.contourinternational.co.nz

